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Auburn deals the Golden Knights another painful loss - See Sports ~
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Former senator charged with grand theft
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

•

The Orange County Sheriff's Office
charged a former UCF engineering senator
with a third degree grand theft on Oct. 21
for keeping a $5,150 laptop computer purchased by UCF Student Government.
Lawson Lamar, state attorney in
Orange County, charged former Senator
David Siegel, 42, on July 30 with violating
a Florida statute.
The crime is a felony because the IBM
ThinkPad model 755 CDV cost more than

$5,000.
The bond was
paid at $1,000. Siegel,
who was expelled
from UCF earlier in ·
the semester for violations unrelated to the
computer, entered a
written plea of not
guilty.
Siegel
The arrest warrant
states that Siegel knowingly obtained to
use the computer with the intent to temporarily or permanently deprive the owners

of the right to the property, or to keep the
property for his own use or the use of a person not entitled to it.
Detective Randy Mingo from the UCF
Police Department filed the charging affidavit against Siegel.
The affidavit read that UCF SG had
granted Siegel the use of the computer,
which did have a UCF property decal.
There was also authorization for off-campus use of the laptop ..
During a July 30 administrative hearing, Siegel and his civil attorney, John
Head, received notice that all property

issued to Siegel was requested to be
returned to the rightful owners - UCF and
the state of Florida.
A letter from the General Counsel's
Office was .directed to Head on July 30
stating that College of Engineering personnel were unaware and unable to locate a
desktop computer that Siegel said
belonged to him.
The Counsel's Office requested written instructions as to where the computer
was, and instructed Siegel to bring all UCF
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Coping with student stress
iety disorders and headaches.
The major cause of stress in a
student's life is usually attribWork, exams , relation- A certain amount of
uted to school.
ships, homework, money. All
With attending school comes
of these can easily cause a stu- stress is normal and
many types of stress. Lengthy
dent stress. Some students
-homework assignments, quizzes
necessary to being
and exams, difficult professors,
allow stress to run their life.
special projects and long drawn"A certain amount of stress
motivated.
out reading assignments can all
is normal and necessary to
make student life very stres.sful
being motivated," the Stress
Management website said.
- Stress Management website and unnerving.
When stress builds up, seemingSometimes stress can
ly dominating one's life, it can
inerease a person's alertness, or
give them the extra energy they i;ieed for a task. cause many problems, both psychological and
·This type of stress is called eustress.
physiological.
Some of the most common psychological
Most students however, experience a negative
effects attributed to distress are concentration
stress. This is known as distress.
Distress can cause a person problems in their
INCREASED, Page 6
social life as well as health problems such as anxADAM SHIVER
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Members of the 32nd Student Senate are sworn into office. The present
Senate has 47 members, nearly double the size of last year's Senate.

Changing of the guard
New senate sits despite controversy
over Engineering candidates
SHELLEY WILSON
STAFF WRITER

The 32nd Student Senate
was sworn in and able to sit Nov.
4. All the Engineering candidates
were also sworn in despite the
Judicial Council's ruling of holding another Engineering election.
Tom Huddleston, interjm
vice president for Student
Development and Enrollment
Services, wrote a memo to the
Senate and the Judicial Council
that said he did not feel a new
election was needed.
The old ')enators were at the
meeting "aying goodbye and
wishing the new senators good
luck.
For the first time, tables

were filled with senators.
Members of the 31st Senate
gave the new senators advice to
follow their own path regardless
of the pressure.
"I would hope that members
of the 32nd session of the
Student Senate will understand
that even though you might be
friends with people on the other
side or sitting right next to you,
you will vote how you think is
right and not necessarily the way
your friends vote or somebody
tells you to," former Business
Senator Kevin Koenig said.
Senate membership nearly
doubled in size from 24 senators,
to the present 47.
Huddleston addressed keep..:

CUPICHA, Page 2

UCF Chorus and Orchestra to perform 'Elijah'
ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

The UCF Chorus and
Orchestra are getting ready to
perform Felix Mendelssohn's
Oratorio "Elijah" with the choral
members of St. Luke's Cathedral
next week.
This event marks one of the
largest events the UCF Choral
Department and Orchestra have
done together.
David Brunner, choral director at UCF for the past 11 years
said, "This is the largest scale
piece
the
UCF
Choral
Department has done since I've
been here."
An oratorio is an opera without the acting and scenery, yet

with all the large choral parts and
solos.
"Elijah" is divided into two
parts. The first tells of the 42month drought and resulting
famine; initiated by Elijah's curse
upon Israel. It continues as there
is a contest between Elijah and
the priests of Baal.
In the second part of the
story, Elijah flees the wrath of
Jezebel into the desert of southern Judah. The story concludes
with a trip to the holy mountain
of Moses, as Elijah hears the
"still, small voice" of God and
Ahab and Jezebel are confronted.
The production includes 130
choral members as well as five
soloists from around the state.
Two of these soloists are from the

Inside...
• Thirsty tor a Coke?
New vending machines mav raise prices

Opinions

• lati America in the Millennium
workshop discusses the role of the region page 3

Orlando area, including.UCF faculty member JoAnne Stepheson
(soprano) and Mark Willson
(bass) from the Orlando Opera.
"It's going to be wonderful,"
junior chorus member Tara
Thomas said. "All members of
the Chorus and Orchestra are
excited about the opportunity to
perform 'Elijah,' and have
worked hard all semester."
Stephen Porter, a five-year
member of the UCF Chorus said:
"I can't wait till it all comes
together with the orchestra. It's
going to be amazing."
The event will take place at 8
p.m., Nov. 16 at St. Luke's
Cathedral in downtown Orlando.
The concert is free and open
to the public.
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Cupicha tells Senate not
be intimidated by others
FROM PAGE
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Solar energy

I

Solar panels were recently installed to operate parking permit dispensers
throughout campus. Parking services is experimenting with the panels in an
attempt to conserve battery power.
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ing up those numbers in a reception an hour before the
meeting started.
"Whatever you do, stay with this job," Huddleston
said. "This is not a job that people run for because it's a
popularity contest. They find themselves a home and
then they decide they don't like it and leave.
"That's not the way to do business. It's going to take
a large amount of time. You need to learn quickly and
stand in your own values and integrity that you brought
to this University."
The student body president also addressed the
Senate to say that he knows what it is like to be in their
shoes and advised them not to be intimidated.
"This place wiil make you search hard and deep into
yourselves and find out what doing the right thing and
being a student leader is all about," President Andy
Cupicha said.
"I would hope that you start this Senate with no
biases. We all work hard to make sure that the students
haven't been hindered or hurt by our situation regardless
of our differences or views.
"We've managed to keep things going without a
shutdown even at times when I was all for it. I'm very .
proud of it and I'm proud that you all are here and are
going to make some changes for this University that are
well needed," he said.
The annual Senate retreat is scheduled for this
weekend in Tampa. This gives new senators a chance to
learn about Senate and SG procedures and to get to
know each other better.

ALAFAYA

CLUB

This ptace will make
you search hard and
deep into yourselves
and find out what
being a student
leader is all about. I
would hope that you
start this Senate with
no biases. We all work
hard to make sure
that the students
haven"t been hurt or
hindered by our situation regardless of our
differences or views.
- Andy Cupicha
SG President

DON'T WAIT!
Lease Now while the
Best Apartments
are Available!

LUXURY STUDENT LmNG AT ITS FINEST/

Furnished I Unfurnished Apartments With The Works!
Individual 3 and 4 Bedroom Leases Available
Rental Rates include Utilities*, Cable w/ HBO, Free Local Phone
Every Suite Offers:

Our

• Private Baths
• Walk-in Closets
• Individual Phone Lines
• Local Phone Service
• Additional Phone Lines
for Internet Access
• Ceiling Fans
• Full-Size Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
• All Appliances
•And Much, Much More!

• Convenient Location

Commun~ty

Features:

(less than one mile from UCF)

• Gated Community
• Picturesque Boardwalk
• State-Of-The-Art Fitness Facility
(with Freeweights)

• Volleyball Courts
• Sports Courts
• Swimming Pool With
Designer Deck

*except long distance

College Suites
3100 Alafaya Club Drive• Orlando, Florida 32817
Toll Free: (877) 482-9990 Local: (407) 482-9990
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Role of Latin America, Caribbean Branch campus
discussed at downtown worksho-p Exceptional Children
new~

•
•

MAYA LAZAROVITZ
STAFF WRITER

•

•
•

•
•

•

The
UCF
Downtown
Academic Center held its first
"Latin America and the New
. Caribbean in the Millennium"
workshop, a series of seminars
dealing with international issues.
The workshop was held at both the
Downtown Academic Center and
in the Student Union, Nov. 4.
The' seminars are the first in a
series of workshops about international issues and is a collaboration
of DTAC, the Office of
International Studies at UCF and
Global Connections for Central
Florida.
"The social, urban, industrial
and environmental issues facing
Latin America and the Caribbean
and their relationship to Florida's
economic development will be discussed," Assistant Director of
DTAC Wendy Bolyard said. "This
is a service we are offering to the
downtown community. It is significant because of the honored panel
being featured."
Pan~lists
included
R.
Ambassador Christopher
Thomas, Gilbert G. Jackson, a representative of the U.S. Agency for
International Development, and
Judith M. Siegel, managing director of Winrock International in

Arlington, Va.
Thomas was the first to speak,
with a speech titled "The
Caribbean: Key Partner to
Florida's
Economic
Development." The speech emphasized the rapid industrialization of
the Caribbean region, and how
Florida could play a key role in its
development.
"The statistics of all trends up
to the present indicate that regionalization and sub-regionalization
are advancing more rapidly and
effectively than.. globalization," he
said. "If this is true, Florida might
not wish 'to underestimate this
potential for its future development."
Jackson's · speech,
titled
"Urban and Industrial Priorities in
Latin
America
and
their
Relationship to Florida" focused
on the effects of rapid industrialization in the Caribbean, and possible solutions to problems such as
pollution.
"Latin America is now at the
crossroads of economic recovery
and growth, widespread, privatization and emerging international
trade opportunities," Jackson said.
"The region is experiencing an
unprecedented expansion of free
market economics and emerging as
an important market.
"Nevertheless, the potentially

negative consequences of this economic growth are rapid urbanization, with a declining share of the
workforce employed in agriculture, and increased industrial pollution," Jackson said.
"The U.S. Agency for
International Development experience has demonstrated that pollution prevention programs implemented with the support of and
encouragement of the private and
public sectors, can improve economic competitiveness and efficiency while controlling negative
impacts to the environment," he
said.
Siegel's
speech,
titled
"Renewable and Sustainable
Energy Solutions for Latin
America and The Cgtribbean"
focused mainly on Winrock
International, and its efforts to
facilitate growth - in the Latin
American and Caribbean regions.
"Winrock International is a
leader in development. Our mission is working with people to
build a better world-increasing
agricultural productivity and rural
employment while protecting the
environment," Siegel said. "We
believe the opportunities to help
people have never been better."
The workshop is free and
open to the public, and will continue through spring semester.

garage sale scheduled
MAYA LAZAROVITZ
STAFF WRITER

Brevard UCF's Student Council for Exceptional
Children will hold a garage sale from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m, Nov. 13 .
The sale will be held in front of the Lifelong Learning Center.
Event Coordinator Jim Speech said the funds raised will be
used for the SCEC National Convention in Vancouver, as well as
for regional convention registration for club members.
Anyone interested in donating to the garage sale should contact the UCF Brevard College of Education Office at (407) 6321111, ext. 65575 .
The Future Teachers Association of UCF Daytona
.recently sponsored its fifth annual Education Showcase from 1 to
4 p.m., Nov. 8. The showcase was open to all Volusia County
t~achers and education majors to view the education-related
materials on display. Information included the latest books, flashcards and educational tools.
"The purpose of the Showcase is to provide for teachers who
want new information on education, as well as for students to preview some of the educational tools available when they become
teachers," Event Coordinator Joyce Deloach said.

Have .a story idea?
E·mail us:
news@ucffuture.com
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New campus dialing plan

Fall commencement

All UCF telephone users
must dial the area code and the
seven-digit number for all local
and local extended calls. This
new dialing took effect on Nov. 8.
Research Park departments,
which are not on UCF's telephone system, and those calling
UCF from off-campus have the
option of dialing seven or ten digits until Dec. 1.
Effective Dec. 1, all local
calls in Central Florida, excluding Brevard County, will require
10 digits. Those accessing UCF
terminal servers from off-campus
must dial 407-235-4201, 407235-4220, 407-245-4200, and
407-275-4220.
For further information call
Telecommunications at 8235200.

Fall commencement will be
held Dec. 18 at the UCF Arena.
The times of graduation
according to college are as follows:
• 8 a.m. - College of Arts &
Sciences
• 11:30 a.m. - College of
Health & Public Affairs
• 3 p.m. College of
Business Administration
• 6:30 p.m. - Colleges of
Education & Engineering &
School of Optics
Candidates may order their
cap and gowns at the UCF
Bookstore Oct. 25-29.

• Walk for a Cure
•
•

0

•
0
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The UCF Walk Team will be
raising money for the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation at "Walk
For A Cure" at 8 a.m., Nov. 13 at
the Jay Blanchard Park
Those interested in joining
the UCF Team must raise a miniµium of $25 for the Juvenile
Diabetes Foundation.
Members will receive a UCF
Walk Team T-shirt and qualify for
prizes. The grand prize for raising
the most money for the foundation is a weekend getaway.
To register as part of the
team, contact Betty Cohldin at
the UCF Community Relations
Office at 317-7725.

Graduation candidates will
receive tickets according to their
college.
• College of Arts & Sciences
- 6 tickets
• College of Health & Public
Affairs - 9 tickets
College of Business
Administration - 8 tickets
• College of Education &
Engineering & School of Optics
- 9 tickets
Candidates at the main campus may pick up their tickets at
the UCF Bookstore between D~c.
6-11. A photo ID will be
required.
Doctoral candidates and
platform party guests may pick
up their tickets from the Office of
Constituent
Relations,
Administration· Building, Room
328.
Candidates from the branch
campuses may order tickets Nov.

Registration

15-19 and pick them up Dec. 6-9.
Daytona Beach candidates
should contact the Administrative
Services Office (Bldg. 34, Room
105) for tickets; and Brevard
campus candidates may contact
the BCC Bookstore.
Tickets not picked up by the
specified date will be given to
candidates desiring extra tickets.
Candidates from all campuses
may pick up unclaimed and
excess tickets at the main campuse&' UCF Bookstore on a firstcome first-serve basis Dec. 13.
Alive telecast of the ceremony will be shown at the Computer
Science Building, Room 101 and
the Communications Building,
Room 101.

Early registration for spring
2000 will continue through Dec .
3.
Register
on-line
with
POLARIS
at
https://polaris. ucf.edu.
Register by telephone using
TouchTone at 407-823-2527 or
toll free at 877-823-2527. For
assist~nce , call the Registrar's
Office at 407-823-3533.

Scholarships:

8. graduating seniors must
apply in their final semester
Application is due Oct. 28 to
the Communication Building,
Room 238. For more information, contact Dr. Santana at 8232~38.

• The Radio and Television
News Directors Foundation is
offering seven scholarships to
students. Requirements are:
1. Officially enrolled in
college and have at least one full
academic year remaining
2. Fully enrolled college
sophomore or higher, freshmen
are not eligible
3. Can only apply .for one
scholarship
4. Can be enrolled in any
major so long as the career 1ntent
is television or radio news
For more information and
application requirements, visit
www.rtndf.org

• The Nicholson School of
Communication is offering a
$600 scholarship for the spring
~emester. Requirements are:
1. Female
2. preference given to
handicapped students, must be
certified by UCF's Handicapped
Student Services
3. must indicate financial
need by completing the appropriate paperwork through the
• Florida Leader magazine is
Financial
Aid
Office,
now accepting applications for
Administration Building, Room
Florida College Student of the
120
Year.
4. overall GPA a 3.0 on a
Nearly $50,000 in scholar4.0 scale
ships and prizes will be awarded.
5. undergraduate students
To find out about the requiremust have _completed a minimum
ments and get an application, log
of 90 hours toward a Bachelor of
on
to
Arts degree
. www.floridaleader.com/soty or
6. graduate students must
send a self-addressed stamped
have completed a mini:omm of 15
envelope, along with $1 postage,
hours in the graduate program
to Florida College Student of the
7. must complete a twoYear Award, c/o Florida Leader
page, typed or letter-quality commagazine,
.P.O. Box 14081,
puter-printed essay on "The
Gainesville, FL. 32604-2081 .
Future of Communication and
The deadline is Feb. 1, 2000.
the role I plan to play in the
future"
- compiled by staff

Library display
The following exhibits will
be ~n display during November
in the UCF Library:
1. "Pow
Wow:
A
Gathering of Nations," by Dana
H. Brumley.
2. "Discover Islam," by
Heba A. Ali of the Muslim
Student Association.
3. "The
Military
this
Century," by Scott A. Shorr of the
Office of Veteran's Affairs.
4. "International Images of
Aging," by Dr. Richard Tucker of
the Department of Psychology.
5. "Garden
of
Remembrance," by Dr. Leslie
Ellis of the UCF Retirement
Association.
6. "Cypress Dome," by
Cypress Dome Editor David
Cropper.
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The INROADS Presentation - 3:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 10, Health and Public Affairs Building, Room 107
•
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Increased heart rate,
blood pressure are
side effects of distress
FROM PAGE

1

problems, indecision, forgetfulness and sensitivity to criticism.
When it comes to concentration and forgetfulness problems, this can cause more
stress to occur in the student's
life.
It causes a student to for_get assignment due dates, and
makes it difficult to concentrate on whatever task they
may currently be trying to
carry out, whether it be homework, an exam or even their
job.
Physiological effects such
as increased heart rate, sweating, muscle tension . and
increased blood pressure can
be quite frustrating side
effects caused by distress.
Increased blood pressure
can lead to ·health problems,
while muscle tension will
undoubtedly make the studen~
uptight.
They can also lead · to an
inability to sleep at night and
overeating or loss of appetite.
Behaviors such as drinking alcohol or caffeine, using
drugs, smoking or overeating
only add more stress that are
already present in students'
lives.
Beverly Beckwith, nursing director at the University
of Connecticut, explains on
UCF's "Guide To Living
Better" web site that stress for
freshmen is higher than that of
most other college students.
"They're out on their
own, many for the for the first
time, and they have no structure in their lives. They have
fatigue. They may not be eating right. They need some
structure in their lives."
Relieving stress can be
taken care. of jn many different ways.
Many ·students use negative methods in order to lower

their stress level. Psychologist
Glen Bowman said such
behaviors as drinking alcohol
and caffeine, smoking, using
drugs or overeating only adds
more stress to the body.
"Positive coping methods are
more beneficial to the mind
and body in the long run."
Students sometimes take
a day off, forget about school
and work and venture out to
the beach or one of their
favorite hangouts to help
bring down .their stress level.
Other students relieve
stress by going shopping,
while others rent a few movies
and become a couch potato for
the day.
"Vegging out and just sitting in front of the TV is so
relaxing," sophomore Mike
Zambito, said. "Falling asleep
for a nice long nap during a
~ovie is great too."
Exercise such as aerobics,
walking, jogging and rollerblading helps many cope with
their stress.
One of the best cures for
stress, if you have the money,
is a full body massage by a
professional masseuse.
Such a massage can be
obtained at places like Euro
Day Spa & Salon in Winter
Park where a massage runs
from $50 tQ $200.
UCF students can get
help with their stress from the
UCF
Wellness
Center
Biofeedback
Consultants,
every
Tuesday 3-4:30 p.m. in HRC
Traifer 61 7.
Some of the upcoming
sessions are "Coping .;ith
Holiday Stress," Nov. 16,
"How Exercise Reduces
Stress," Nov. 23, and "Coping
with Stress and Techniques to
overcome Test Anxiety," Nov.
30.
Call the Health and
Wellness Center at 823-5841
for more information.

The UCF Police Department and
the Student Alumni Association .have teamed up
to help children have ·a better holiday season. We
will be collecting new. unwrapped toys to be
donated to the XLI06.7 Baby DJ Fund.
Collection dates:
November 5th thru December 8th

Toy drop locations:
~e

UCF Pol_ice Department
The Student Alumni Association Office (ADM 340)
The Student Union (box located near the information desk)
*Attention Faculty and Staff:
Arrangements can be made for us to pick up the toys in your department on campus
by calling Officer Smith @ ( 407) 823-6185

Questions? Call 823-3453 or 823-6185.

~-F
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TradePointe
NASDAQ EQUI1Y
TRADERS
Experienced or will train.

Assistant N,ews 'Editor
News Layout Editor
..
Sports Layout Ed,itor
Log on www.UCFfuture.com
for comp/et(# details!

Level II & ID ·experience
a plus. FT only.
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407-648-5518
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Siegel was instructed to bring all UCF property to hearing

•

FROM PAGE

•

1

property in his possession to the
hearing.
At the hearing, the affidavit
read that the Counsel offered the
services of the UCFPD to follow
or meet with Siegel following the
hearing to secure the computer,
but the offer was declined.
Mingo said that at the time of
the affidavit, none of the equipment had been returned, and that
Siegel had not made contact with
UCF administration or UCFPD to
schedule a pickup or delivery for
the equipment.
Head responded to the affidavit by calling it false, claiming
contact had been made with
administration about the computer.

•

•
•

•

•

"They asked for the equipment back and there was a letter in
response to that on the 8th of
August that said we will give you
back the computer belonging to
SG if the administration would
return the equipment belonging to
Siegel," he said.
Head did not have a copy of
the letter, but said Siegel's criminal attorney, Mike O'Brien, did
have a copy. Attempts to· contact
O'Brien were unsuccessfol.
Representative~
for UCF
administration and UCFPD said
they never received the letter.
Siegel did check out a laptop
on July 30, 1998. His title was the
Organizatio_ns, Appropriations
and Finance (OAF) chair. The
purpose stated on the property offcampus authorization form was to

_ ., ,_
Siegel was expelled

· due to not following
University rules, but
SG has their own set
of rules.
--John Head
Civil Attorney for David Siegel
"do budget stuff."
Siegel was not at his arraignment held on Oct. 28. A written
flea of not guilty was entered.

Head said Siegel's expulsion
from UCF had nothing to do with
SG rules, but resulted from not
following UCF's rnles. He said
procedures are in place at the
school to keep track of equipment.
"Obviously they have conttols or they wouldn't have known
that Siegel had the computer to
begin with," Head said. "The
owner of the equipment is Student
Government, not UCF administration. It's kind of stupid to have
SG funds go buy computer equipment if they can't take it home to
work on SG matters.
"Siegel was expelled due to
not following University rules, but
SG has their own set of rules," he
said.
Head is planning on filing a
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false arrest charge against UCF,
a motion to have Siegel's warrant vacated, and ask for a state
administrative hearing to determine if the actions taken by
administration were appropriate.
Kevin Mayeux, executive
director for the Florida Student
Association, said complaints
against universities are common.
"Two to three students call
a month all over the state with
horror
stories
involving
schools,"
Mayeux
said.
"Sometimes the University
Conduct Rules conflict with the
Board of Regents' rules and are
inconsistently administered."
Mayeux said that unless
the student harms the safety,
health, or general welfare of the
university, expulsion does not
seem to be a reasonable action
to take for discrepancies in SG.
"We are supposed to treat
people fairly regardless of age,
race, sex, or religion. Being
innocent until proven guilty
does
not
sometimes
exist.Justice should be blind,"
Mayeux said .
Siegel, who's attended
UCF since the summer of
1993, has also attended at least
five other Florida schools,
including the University of
Florida from the fall of 1976
until the fall of 1984. He was
awarded three degrees at UF
and was working toward a doctorate at UCF. He has not been
awarded any degree over the
past five years.
He was first appointed t()
Senate in April 1995. and has
served as the OAF chair for the
past four years, the Activity &
Service Fee chair, a member ·of
the
Engineering
College
Council, and a past president of
Eta Kappa Nu, which is being
c1iminally investigated at this
time.
While some say Siegel has
become a · "professional student" and has learned how to
abuse the system, Head argues
that it was his knowledge of the
system that made people want
to target him .
"His only crime is that he
knows how the system works,"
Head said .
A jury trial is set to take
place at the Orange County
Courthouse, Feb. 7 .
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Federal financial
aid to be denied
to students with
drug convictions
KARLA

Y.

PLEITEZ

DAILY BRUIN

A new rule from the U.S.
Department of Education will
require students applying for
federal financial aid to disclose
any prior drug convictions.
Scheduled to go into effect
July 2001, the policy will deny
federal financial aid - including
the Pell grant, the Stafford and
Perkins loans and work study to students who admit prior
drug convictions.
The restriction will have
dramatic effects for students,
according to education experts
and financial aid administrators.
"UCLA students will definitely be affected because not
everybody comes here as a
full-fledged saint," said James
Trent, associate professor of
education.
The rule has undergone
many modifications since its
first proposal in July.
It was met with controversy from financial aid administrators who do not want to be
considered responsible for
policing the process.
The aid restriction was
part of the Higher Education
Act, which Congress reauthorized last year.
The new version of the
rule states that institutions will
not be required to question students regarding any drug-related matters.
Students will have the
responsibility of self-identification, which means the student is supposed to indicate
any convictions of drug-related
activity on the application for
financial aid.
Some financial aid admmistrators say the rule isn't well
planned and won't succeed in
making a significant difference
in cutting student finap.cial aid.
"In a way the bill is ridiculous, because I do not understand why a student would
self-identify himself, knowing
the
consequences,"
said
Ronald Johnson, director of
UCLA's financial aid office.
The
U.S.
Education
Department, however, is confident that students applying for
aid will identify themselves
because they may be randomly
chosen to undergo a verification process when applying.
If caught lying on the
appiicat1on, students will lose
financial aid privileges.
Financial aid administrators are making it clear that
determining who should be
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disqualified from receiving
federal financial assistance
will not be their responsibility.
"The concern of the financial aid office was that we
would have to police this
process, but the bill is less
intrusive than the original
plan," Johnson said.
Under the rule, students
convicted with a first offense
for drug use will lose financial
aid privileges for a year.
Those caught a second
time will lose privileges for
two years.
If the student is again convicted of drug possession, all
financial aid privileges will be
lost.
The rule also states that
students who are convicted for
dealing drugs more than once
will indefinitely lose the right
to receive financial aid.
The new regulation has
also received criticism for
unfairly targeting a very specific community. "This is not the way to
fight the war on drugs,"
Johnson said. "These students
are here because they want to
do something with their lives."
Conversely, proponents of
the rule say students who
receive federal assistance to go
to college should not be using
it to purchase drugs.
Some economists argue
that in a world of scarcity,
financial aid is also a limited
resource.
"Resources are scarce and
we have to choose who to give
this scarce -aid to," said
William Allen, UCLA professor of economics .
"The government gives
aid to people who will generate
and be productive; we don't
want to subsidize people that
are slobs," he added.
While some economists
support the rule because it will
more efficiently · appropriate
financial aid, educators have a
different perspective.
They argue that the
restriction will have a negative
effect on the poor and minorities.
"Some minorities tend to
come from a lower socio-economic level and have been
forced into lifestyles that they
want to escape," Trent said.
"Furthermore, these students want to make something
of themselves after having
been in an awful environment.
It would be unjust to push them
down wh~n they are ready to
be productive members of
society," Trent added.
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'Real thing' raises its prices
when it's real hot outdoors
ADAM SHIVER
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A TEMPERATURE SENSOR-RAISES

W PRICE IN WARMER WEATHER
A SALIVA GLAND SENSOR-RAISES
VPRICE WHEN YOU'RE THIRSTY
~WALLET

SENSOR-RAISES PRICE

\:1 WHEN YOU HAVE MORE CASH

WHINY KID SENSOR-RAISES
"'PRICE WHEN YOUR KID'S DRIVING
YOU NUTS FOR A SODA

Q

TMSCAMPUS

an art form that needs practice to perfect

Flirting
ANDY LURIG
STAFF WRITER

This is the first in a two-part
series on flirting.

If flirting wasn't an art
form, then all women, when
asked to judge whether a guy
was flirting or not, would answer
the same if both guys in question
said the same thing.
Confused? Imagine two
gentlemen at separate tables in a
restaurant asking their waitress,
"Excuse me, what's your name?"
The waitress, who happened to
be the same woman for both
gentlemen, judged that one was
flirting with her, while the other
was not. Oh, did I mention that
the two gentlemen were twins?
So, what's the difference?
An inflection in your voice,
eye contact, a hand movement,
and tons of other factors determine which side of the "flirting
or not" line you stand. That's
why it's an art form, and
requires some actual skill.
What I now plan to offer is
a sort of guide to flirting, at least

-----·

Dying of thirst? You might want to
look a little further next time you stop for
a thirst quenching cola. The most convenient vending machine may in fact be the
one that is going to sock it to you with
high prices if the Coca-Cola Company has
anything to do with it.
In a recant issue of the Brazilian
newsmagazine, "Veja," Coca-Cola official
M. Douglas Ivester said "the desire for a
cold drink increases during the summer
heat, so that it is fair that it should be
more expensive. The machine will simply
make this an automatic process."
The new Coke machine would be able
to measure the current temperature and
adjust the pricing of the soft drinks
depending upon the current conditions. In
essence, the machine would be simply fulfilling a demand, according to the company.
Although the experimental machines
have not been placed on the market yet,
the idea of a machine capable of raising

the price of the soft.drinks is preposterous
to some.
•
"I think they 're taking advantage of
the consumer," junior Jessica Denmark
said. "In the end, they'll just loose money
because people will go elsewhere to buy
their drinks."
The company says they don't plan on
placing these machines in the consumer
market, but are only experimenting with
the latest technologies.
"We are exploring innovative technology and communication systems that can
actually improve product availability, promotional activity and even offer consumers an interactive experience when
they purchase a soft drink from a vending
machine," Coca-Cola said. With CocaCola holding the contract for all vending
machines at UCF, this is a rather disturbing thought. The scorching temperatures
of Florida would bring the Coca-Cola
Company huge profits and UCF students
high-priced soda. For those with classes
during the hot mid-day hours, this could
mean a larger expense to quench your
thirst.

from my perspective. Sorry
ladies, you may only be able to
adapt some of this article for
yourselves, since it's a different
ball game dealing with guys, but
I'll do my best t<1> help you out in
the end.
Those who know me claim
I'm an "adequate" flirt, which
my girlfriend seems to translate
to "excessive." In either case,
somewhere in my life, I learned
something about flirting.
STAGE 1: Define Yourself
Before you even consider
flirting (with the intention to
hook up, compared to casual
flirting), you have to figure out
what cards you need to lay out
on the table. One thing everyone
must realize is that honesty is
truly the best policy. You want to
be yourself, because eventually,
that's what will show through. If
you lie about who you.are,
you 're screwed.
A prime example of this is
pick-up lines. These are the pinnacles of falsehood - the ultimate stupidity in terms of flirting. There has only been one
pick-up line I've ever read that I

actually considered using. If
used properly, it could just be
humorous and complimentary:
"Do you believe in love at first
sight or do I have to walk by
again?"
Some gentlemen base·their
entire "flirt" on sheer good lucks
and body language. If that's your
thing, fine. But unless all you
endeavor for are one-night
stands, you '11 discover that looks
don't travel past a few weeks of
a relationship. Eventually, she's
going to have to be satisfied with
your personality.
Others are old school, and
base their "flirt" o_n gentleman} y
behavior: opening doors, buying
dinner, gracious compliments,
offering an arm, etc. While this
method tends to send women
into a daze of awe, unfortunately, in today's world, becomes a
friendship over a relationship in
most cases. I still haven't figured
this one out, especially since the
women who are engaged by this
type end up dating a real buttmunch. And when he makes her
sad, she confides in the one guy .
who's been a gentleman at all
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costs. Baffled, I am.
STAGE 2: The Approach
I've already mentioned pickup lines as a bad thing, let me
STRESS that now.
The best "approach" when
attempting to get your "flirt" on
is subtle. Whether you use
humor to break the ice, a broad
smile, cool dance move or conversation to get started, "Want to
go back to my place?" is NOT
subtle. Your approach should
seem nothing like an approach,
and sincerity is important. Most
females can sense insincere men.
Can you blame them for your
stupidity? Correct this problem
if you have it. Or else, you'll
find yourself the butt of all her
and her girlfriend's jokes for the
next week.
One way you can approach
a girl is to use a mutual acquaintance as a way to introduce
yourself into her world. Note: if
this acquaintance thinks you are
a jerk, idiot or any other negative
connotation, this is NOT a good
person to open the conversation
with.
Secondly, you can try to
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impress the girl. This is a hit or
miss situation. If you plan to
throw your trump card immediately, it better be good. If it pays
off, she'll be interested in you,
and that'll make your situation
much more comfortable from
your side.
I suggest saving your trump
card. Get your foot in the door
with the basics of your personality, and with time, your trump
card will make an appearance.
For example, if you have a
very romantic/creative side, save
that for a few dates down the
road. Imagine the surprise on her
face when she walks into your
place and there are rose petals
leading up to a chair in the living
room or something... seems
corny, but 9 out Of ten women
recommend it. In other cases,
hinting to parts of your personality can have the same drawing
effect.
Women are human too, and
prone to succumb to cu'riosity.
Some women find it very alluring to have a "mystery man",
and find it exciting to become a
sleuth. Use this if you can.
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Penalizing for missed classes unfair
CHRISTINE SELVAGGI
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This semester, I find myself
in a 3000 level course where the
professor takes unannounced
attendance five or six times during the term. If you are present
when the roll is called, two points
are added to your grade.
But if you are absent, two
points are deducted. The class
meets once a week, and attendance is taken at the end of class.
All throughout grade school,
and especially in the last two
years of high school, I, like many
other students, was told that once
in the "real world" (i.e. college
and thereafter), no one would be
there to make sure I cleaned my
room, did my homework or

attended class. It was all up to
me. It was my responsibility. It
seemed like my parents and the
school system were bailing out
once college hit. No longer was
there an eye constantly over my
shoulder.
And in many ways, that's
exactly what happened. I had to
wash my clothes, make time for
homework, and get up for classall by myself. The consequences
were entirely my own. And this is
precisely what college students
need.
By continuing to "hold our
hands" through college, the
school system is not giving us
enough of a chance to gain and
master the art of responsibility.
If I choose not to attend
class, that is my choice. I paid the

fee for the class, and can hinder points that, last time I checked,
no one but myself with my lack were earned by how well I knew
of presence. I'm not advocating the material.
full-fledged absenteeism, but
Contrary to popular belief,
what I am saying is penalization the idea of not going to class isn't
for scant attendance in a high- such a terrible thing. I can un~er
volume, note-based class is ludi- stand class participation points in
crous. Attending class is not the smaller classes.
only way to get the information.
I can even understand extraAnd shouldn't that be the credit points for strong attenpoint of college?
dance.
The information that we
But to subtract points
receive, and more importantly, because of attendance? What a
retain, is what should matter. way to teach responsibility.
There are some classes that I
Having an exemplary grade,
couldn't think about missing a earned by excellence in the matesession.
rial, diminished because of a roll
Moreover, I wouldn't want call is truly an injustice to stuto. But there are others, that for dents who choose to make the
one reason or another, my atten- grade in a non-conforming mandance is lower than par and for . ner. So, let's get the prairie dog
this reason only1 I am losing ready to line us up.
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for all sections of the following
undergraduate courses:
Accounting

English

AdVertislng

Finance

Aerospace

Geography

Afro-American
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Studies

Government

Agricultural

Greek Studies

Science

Health Education

Air Force Science
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Legal Studies
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Asian American

Management
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Biocheinistry
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Business
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Goo Goo .Dolls Rock Florida
MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

What could make a UCF student
trek across hundreds of miles and venture
deep into Gator territory during their
homecoming wrek? The answer is simple-to see the Goo Goo Dolls rock the
O'Connell Center.
The Dolls are currently headlining for MP3.corn's Music and Technology
Tour, and also promoting their latest
album, Dizzy up the Girl.
Dizzy is the band's first album
since 1995's A Boy Named Goo. Dizzy
came about after the wild success of the
single "Iris", which was included in the
City of Angels soundtrack.
The atmosphere before the concert was very laid back. Most people
made their way in much after the time
printed on the ticket, which gave MP3
ample opportunities to brainwash the
waiting concert-goers. There were a few
British pre-opening bands, including
Fono and Moke that entertained the arriving audience.
The lights dimmed and anticipation heightened when Tonic took the
stage and opened the show.
The crowd came alive, dancing
and singing along with the band's radio
songs, including If You Could Only See
and Open Up Your Eyes.
After Tonic had left the stage the
crowd began to buzz. The college crowd
was rushing up and down stairs to buy Tshirts and food before the Goo Goo Dolls
took the stage. The lights dimmed once
again and out they came, performing a
revved up Star, the opening track on
Dizzy up the Girl.
The concert was a mix of music
from Dizzy up the Girl and A Boy Named

Goo. To the delight of the audience, the
Dolls played every radio single they've
produced from 1995's Name to this year's
Black Balloon. The audience had their
chance to sing along to the band's monster # 1 smash, Iris, the song that brought
the band out of a long period of hibernation from the charts.
Lead singer Johnny Rzeznik
turned up the charm, trouncing around the .
stage to screams of adulation from the
girls in the audience.
He threw out numerous guitar .
picks and even a sweaty towel to his fans
over the course of the concert. During the
breaks between songs he told college stoIn addition to Gainesville's
ries, and a joke aboubRicky Martin that
drove the not-quite-Ricky-Martin-audiO'Connell Center, the tour came to two
ence into a fit of hilarity. The concert's
other places in Florida, Tallahassee and
music was pure Goo Goo Dolls, but as far here in Orlando to a sold out show at
Hard Rock Live.
as showmanship is concerned, it could
have been named the Johnny Rzeznik
The Goo Goo Dolls have
show.
exploded since City of Angels and the
The audience seemed surprised
release of Dizzy up the Girl.
to hear bassist Robby Takac taking the
One could only expect an awelead vocals on a few of the songs at the
some show, and The Goo Goo Dolls
concert. Dizzy is the Dolls' first album to delivered.
feature Takac as lead singer on several
Long live Johnny Rzeznik and
·
the Goo Goo Dolls!
songs.

PHOTOS BY MAGGIE GUNTHER

Above,11'e Goo Goo Dolls play a
packed O'Connel Center in Gainesville
during Homecoming Week.
Left, Johnny Rzeznik entertained the
large audience with some Ricky
Martin jo\es and other concert anec·
dotes. The Goo Goo Dolls also played
a sold out show at Orlando's Hard
Rock Live last week.
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Powerma.,n 5000 to plav UCF arena
PATRICIA CANEDO
STAFF WRITER

Powerman 5000 began in 1990, when
frontman Spider hooked up with drummer
.
Al 3.
They spent the next couple of years
forming the band, starting with bass player,Dorian. Soon to follow was Adam 12
and M.33, both guitarists. After a few live
performances PM5K's music spread
underground and beyond which brought
them to the attention of Curve of the Earth
Music Records.

In October 1994, PM5K came out
with True Force (EP). The record was produced in two days on a $600 budget and
became · a local smash. Several major
labels approached the ban but they decided
to continue working oh their music. Spider
One states "What was important was
becoming the best band we could be.
Playing live and writing were our top priorities."
A few months later they came out
with their second CD titled The BloodSplat Rating System. They earned Best
Metal Album, Best Rap Album and Album
of the Year honors in the 1995 Boston

Phoenix/WFNX Readers/Listeners' Poll.
Due to the acclaim and popularity of
Blood-Splat the band was soon signed
with Dream.Works Records, based in Los
Angeles.
The first project with their new label
was to give Blood-Splat a wider audience.
In 1997 PM5K released Mega! !Kung
Fu Radio, which was a supercharged version of Blood-Splat along
with some new m~erial. In that same year
the group went on a cross-country tour
with acts such as Korn, Limp Bizkit,
Marilyn Manson, Primus, Pantera, Danzig
and Coal Chamber plus appeared on Late

Night With Conan O'Brien.
PM5K's national coming out was a
success, so they returned to the studio in
1998. They recorded tracks for their latest
CD Tonight The Stars Revolt!, which came
out in 1999. The CD is an example of the
group's power, aggression and songwriting
abilities. PM5K is supporting their
latest work by going back on the road with
Kid Rock.
So where is their next stop going to
be? Powerman 5000 along with Kid Rock
will perform at the UCF Arena November
11th! This will be a great way to spend the
school wide day off.

UCF uanerv exhibit celebr-tes Evrens
MAGGIE GUNTHER
STAFF WRITER

In honor of the retirement of UCF
sculpture professor Johann Eyfells, the art
gallery is displaying a collection of his
works. The exhibit, titled Cloth, Paper, and
Rubber Collapsions displays some of the
artist's recent works with "collapsions," a
word Eyfells coined to describe his unique
sculpture medium.
Eyfells retired last year after 30 years
with UCF's art program. Gallery d~rector
Kevin Haran has displayed some pictures
in the front of the exhibit of Eyfells in his
first years at FTU. The pictures show the
entire Art Department housed in a few
portables and two geodesic domes, one of
the domes actually under construction by

Eyfells and art students. The pictures show
not only the growth of the Art Department,
but exemplify Eyfells, earlier works,
which were mainly large-scale poured aluminum sculptures.
The works in the exhibit are all
between five and 10 years old, showcasing
the Sculptor,s latest works. The artworks
are all collapsions, or the remnants of
pressed and weathered cloth, paper, and
rubber.
Collapsions are like fossils, impressions of a thing created over time by natural forces. The cloth and rubber collapsions in the exhibit are large-scale works.
Scale is an important concept in the artist, s
pieces as a way to convey the immensity of
nature. An example of a purely natural
d~sign in his works is his use of the spiral. Spirals can be related to many themes in

nature, from the forces that create galaxies
to the spinning pattern of a seashell. ,,What
strikes me is how he taps in to basic forms
in nature, says Kevin Haran of the VAB art
gallery.
Haran correlates Johann Eyfells, heritage to his art. Eyfells was born in
Iceland, a place where the creative forces
that shape the landscape are constantly in
action, from erupting volcanoes to earthleveling glaciers.
Alluvium, a rubber collapsion,
demonstrates the creative forces of nature.
Alluvium has multiple meanings. It could
represent anything from a weathered landscape to a topographical map of Mars.
The piece, which is a nine by nine foot
square of rubber, is pockmarked with holes
where pieces of clay once were. Eyfells
created the piece by pouring latex rubber

over the clay pieces, which rested on the
ground. After the first layer of rubber
dried, he painted on several more layers of
rubber to a height of four inches. Alluvium
an.ct the other rubber collapsions combine
to over a half a ton of rubber in the gallery.
Eyfells, is unique because he has not
only had national and international attention in his lifetime, but also local attention.
Aside from the UCF gallery show, three of
his sculptures are in the Orlando City Hall,
and an exhibit is currently being held in
the Warehouse Gallery in Orlando.
The Cloth, Paper, and Rubber
Collapsions exhibit displays the shift in
Eyfells, artwork over a few decades. He
began as a traditional sculptor, working in
metal, and has created his own medium of
expression, unique to his heritage and
expression.

•
•
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NOW SHOWING!

ENZ IAN
CINEMA. C:AF.Jo;

629-0054 • www.enzian.org
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Dear Nancy,

concerned about her well being.
Then tell her if she continues to
I
My friend and I act like an idiot you won't party
probably go out about with her anymore'. The longer
three times a week and you tolerate her behavior the
every time she gets wasted. I longer she's going to think
But she doesn't stop there. there's nothing wrong with it.

She gets to the point where
she doesn't know what she's
doing. She keeps drinking .
until she gets sick and then
drinks some more. I always
end up taking care of her.
She's 24 years old and she
should be able to control
herself. I really think she
has a problem, but how do I
confront her?

1

-Tired baby sitter
Dear Tired,

Dear Nancy,
u

My girlfriend and I
' live together and we
got a puppy a month ago. It
was my idea but I'm beginning to regret it. My girlfriend spends all of her time
with the dog. She's constantly taking him for walks or
teaching him tricks and she
talks to him like he's a person. She also lets him sleep
in our bed at night! I feel
stupid being jealous of a
dog. But honestly my girlfriend hardly knows I exist
anymore. What do you think
I should do?

Yes, your friend has a
problem. She needs to
learn the concept of self
respect.
Vomit is far from a beautiful thing. It's not something that -Jealous boyfriend
anyone likes to do. That is why
the human body has signals that
Dear Jealous,
it sends out to let the mind
know that it's going to happen.
What kind of tricks is
For example, you're out
your girlfriend teaching
drinking and you chug down that dog to do? This is insanity!
seven $1 drafts and slurp up I don't know how you've manfour shots. Your stomach rum- aged to put up with her behavbles. You burp. You burp again. io..r for so long.
But this time you taste someI have the perfect solution
thing a little like what you just I for you. Go out and get yourself
drank combined with the pizza a dog costume.
you ate five hours ago. This is
Right before you expect
your body saying "Hint. Hint. your girlfriend to come home
One more drink and it's all lock up the puppy and put it on.
j Then eat some puppy chow so
coming out."
That is when most people you'll have the appropriate
stop drinking. But your friends I breath. When she opens the
continues. Maybe she feels she door jump on her and start
needs to punish herself. Maybe barking.
she feels guilty because she
then lick her face and
drank all those calories.
hump her leg (before attemptOnly she knows why she ing this it is essential that you
ioes it. But as her friend you watch your dog closely for at
eed to tell her to stop. Her least one week taking notes on
iehavior is not only self his behavior. You must also
.estructing but embarra~sing practice frequently until your
nd annoying.
performance is perfected).
At the rate she's going, it
If you are skilled enough
an only get worse.
she will. think that you really
I would explain these are a puppy and give you the
·1ings to her. Tell her you're attention you need.
'

~

8:30pm

@

Cape Florida Ballroom

Free passes available in the
~
Student Union, Room 215,
~
Student Activities.
f;_-'(*1$9

""

Passes required. Seating is limited
and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.

N"ETWORK
EVENT
THEATER•

You are eating a formal dinner.
The salad plate arrives.
Which fork do you use?
Find out the answer by attending

7he I 999 Oliruelle 7Jinner
presenlecfby
:J.he ConsuUan/s for 0/fec!iue Beadership

Where: DISNEY'S BOARDWALK HOTEL
When: Friday, November 19, 1999 at 6:30 p.m.
Cost: $15.00 students I $38.00 non-students

J

Please RSVP in the Student Union room 208
The Etiquette Dinner is a four course meal
led by Gayle Beatty who teaches correct etiquette for a formal dinner setting. Dinner
will be followed by ballroom dancing instruction.

Seating is limited. Semi-formal dress required.
CEL is funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by SGA

9

•
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New MP3 plavers hit the shelves
PABLO SILVA
ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

About a year and half ago if you
knew anything about MP3 you were the
coolest kid on you dorm.
Computer geeks played scavenger hunt online trying to find the latest
Beas tie Boys singles or Tori Amos'
bootlegs and you spent your Friday nights
swapping tracks on crowed IRC channels.
It's 1999 and the dream is over.
Today your grandma exchanges Frank
Sinatra remixes with her bingo buddies.
The new sound format achieved
mainstream status on the Net and the second generation of portable MP3 players is
already hitting the shelves this semester,
just in time for the holiday shopping frenzy. Among these players is Diamond
Multimedia's RIO 500.
The Rio 500 is the beefed up version of its younger sibling, the RIO 300.
This new model comes with several new
features and it separates itself from the rest
of the crowd by being the first player to
fully support the Macintosh platform.
The new Rio 500 is about the size
of a deck of cards and weights only 2.75
ounces with no moving parts for a skipfree sound playback. It comes in three different colors (metallic gray, translucent
teal and purple) and sports a backlit LCD

display for viewing track information-the
Rio 500 is capable· of displaying ID3 tags
(bits of data that can include information
such as artist, track name and album title).
With 64MB of built-in memory (expandable to
96MB with additional memory
cards) the Rio
500 plays two
hours of digitalquality music or
up to 32 hours of
spoken audio programs.
The -little
gadget runs on a
single AA battery
allowing for about
13 hours of continuous playback, but
downloading files
to the player takes a
considerably larger
amount of juicethe same problem
also occurs when
downloading pictures from digital cameras.
The player connects to your computer through a USB port, already standard
in most PCs and the new G3s and iMacs,
making the downloads five times faster

than using regular parallel ports.
On the software side Diamond
includes a proprietary software, Rio Audio
manager, that allows ripping
directly from CDs,
encoding up to 256
kpbs, track management and playback.
MacOS
The
version of the software
borrows
Casady and Greene's
Soundjam MP easeto-use interface and
it's sure to please the
Mac crowd.
Diamond also
throws Internet-based
RioPort in the package.
The
site
(www.rioport.com) is
a companion portal for
instant access to legally downloadable MP3
music and also spoken
word, from biographies
and financial news to old-time
radio.
The player provides track management using folders and another useful
feature-bookmarks. This feature allows
user to "bookmark" any section of audio
with up to 16 independent parts.
Bookmarks are especially useful if you

need to mark specific parts of a speech or
any other spoken word recording.
Another useful extra is the customizable equalizer that comes with different preset modes such as rock, jazz and
classical. The EQ also allows for bass and
treble adjustment on the Rio's own LCD
display.
_At $249 (retail suggested price,
you can find it online for around $190) the
revamped Rio 500 is sure to please Mac
users that now have an alternative for playing MP3s away from their -desktops and
also people on the move. If you ever tried
to go running-or even jogging-with a
regular CD player you know exactly what
I'm talking about.

What YOU get:
• Rio 500 portable MP3
audio player
•earphones
• USB cable
• carrying case
•AA battery
• software CD with Rio
Audio Manager
• free MP3 music and spoken word programs downloads at www.rioport.com

-

Crosslitiil
. ~ 1~ . ·~··'...~lir~~~~-Jlillk

100 tickets to special preview on Wed., Nov 17th, GCC Altamonte 8,
8:00 p.m. Register to win by Nov. 15th at www.intotheknights.com

OPENS IN THEATERS EVERYWHERE ON NOVEMBER 19th

ACROSS
1 Pie
6 Man with a
spotted tie?
10 " Lisa"
14 Drink like a cat
15 Auto racer Petty
16 Cools down
17 Exhilarate
18 District
19 Orlop or poop
20 After all is said
and done
22 Hardwood trees
23 Marsh grass
24 Coffee server
25 Hinder 28 Spaniards and
Portuguese
33 Joker
34 Dwight's rival
35 Silver or Ely
36 Altar vow
37 Hot-water
heaters
39 -de-France
40 Golfer Ernie
1999 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
41 Annexed
All rights reserved
42 Island in the Firth
of Clyde
43 Sandwich option
poet
45 Small gable
7 Vega's
47 Simple bed
constellation
48 Atmosphere
8 Bullring cheers
49 Cassowary kin
9 Dogtired
51 Gesture of
10 Skater Ito
rejection
11 Marine-life
57 Periods
display
58 Latvian capital
12 Narrowest part
59 Classic tune
13 Questions
60 Fencer's foil
21 $1 ,000
61 Troubles
24 "QB VII" author
62 Simon and
25 More aloof
Young
26 "Truly _ Deeply"
2? - Initiated court
,...~-+63 Beatty and
Rorem
action
64 Singe' Redding
28 Loafed about
65 Dispatches
· 29 Used leeches
30 Lendable organ? .___,___,_~
DOWN
31 "Teachers' star
1 Not guilty, e.g.
32 Look of contempt 44 CEOs, casually
2 Staunch
34 Verdi heroine
45 Name
3 Fiery gem
37 Simpson kid
46 Bean and Welles
4 Instructed
38 Lyrical poem
48 Pile up
privately
42 Benofthe
49 ldylltc spot
5 Uncorked
"Washington
50 Feel sorry for
6 Scandinavian
Posf'
oneself

51 Peter, Paul and

Mary, for one
52 Sword handle
53 Jamaican fruit
54 Norse Zeus

55 Rampant
56 Scottish loch
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restaurant houri

ositions

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE,
the Aussie Theme
Restaurant known
for Fun, Food and
Great People is:

"'\f\t\9

LEAD STORIES
Ex-policeman Paul Harrington. 53, was
arrested in Detroit in October for killing his
wife and son, having reportedly confessed that
he was having trouble providing for them and
wanted them never to be homeless. In 1975,
Harrington killed his first wife and their two
kids but was found not guilty by reason of
insanity and sentenced to a mental institution,
but within two months, he was ruled no longer
a danger and released.
According to an October Philadelphia
Inquirer report, several dozen astrologers are
making a living dispensing financial advice,
and there is even an investors' newsletter,
Investing by the Stars, at $300 a year. Appliance
repairman Robert Hitt, of Blue Bell, Pa., tracks
celestial alignments at $35 a month for the 200
subscribers at his AstroEcon Web site and says
the market is headed down and will tank on
May 5, 2000. Said one mainstream financial
adviser, explaining the astrologers' success,
many investors just "want somebody to tell
them what to do."

The Entrepreneurial Spirit
In July the San Francisco Chronicle profiled local beggar David "Bushman" Johnson,
who solicits spare change after entertaining
customers by leaping out from behind handheld
shrubbery and trying to scare them. His partner,
Gregory Jacobs, sets up the passerby to begin
with, holds the collection can, and then admonishes, "Hey, the Bushman got you fair and
square! Pay the man!"
University of California at Davis researcher
Gang Sun told the American Chemical Society
annual meeting in August that he has developed
the technology to attach anti-microbial substances to textiles, clearing the way for the
manufacture of self-cleaning clothes. He said
the first commercial uses would be to reduce
the spread of germs in hospital gowns· and bedding and for odor control in sports clothing.
Richard and Peter Walkley of Hemel
Hempstead, England, started a shopping-tip
Web site this year with about ·$19,000 they
made in the previous year exploiting discrepancies between posted prices and scanned prices
at Sainsbury's supermarkets. The store offers
price-mismatched items free; the Walkleys
examined every item in the store and came
away with large quantities of mispriced products (e.g., 19 cases of Rolling Rock beer).
A May Wall Street Journal dispatch from
Beijing profiled the first successful franchised
restaurant in China, Shen Qing's Baked Pig
Face, now up to seven outlets and featuring his
government-patented specialty, the 30-herb, 12hour-cooked whole pig's head. Connoisseurs
eat all parts, said Shen, including the cheeks,
eyes, snout, lips and tongue, but especially the
brain, the consuming of which "can make you
smarter." Among the restaurant'$ side dishes:
roast ox penis.

Science Fair
Among the disclosures from Philadelphia's
Monell Chemical Senses Center this year:
Volunteers sniffing underarm pads from happy
people and fearful people can generally tell
which was which, and underarm pads of elder-

'
"
e
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ly women make sniffers feel happy while the
pads of young men produce depression. The
center employs 50 scientists who derive most of
their data the old-fashioned way: They sniff
·armpits and have people exhale in their faces.

8' y.e'fOt\

4

NIGHTS

DAYS

In a summer issue of the journal Pediatrics,
doctors reported ort a 2-year-old boy with pubic
hair, acne and an enlarged penis as a result of
accidental, repeated contact with his father's
high-testosterone body-building cream. And at
the INPEX inventors' fair in Pittsburgh in May,
renowned Japanese inventor Yoshiro NakaMats
introduced his Love Jet spray-on libido booster
to U.S. audiences (though it has been sold in
Japan for 10 years); the aerosol applied directly
to the genitals supposedly helps the body
release inhibition-reducing hormones.

Line Cooks
Administrative Dishwashers
Bussers &
Assistant &
Exp' d Servers
Prep Cooks
APPLY IN PERSON
Monday-Saturday 1:OOpm to 3:00pm at:

5891 Red Bug Lake Road • (Red Bug & Tuscawilla)
or call 407·699-0900 for an interview appointment
on equal opportunity employer, m/f

Australian biologist Mark Norman of
James Cook University reported in July that
small male cuttlefish that ordinarily are too
puny to attract females have the ability to
change colors and shape so as to resemble
females. According to a report in New Scientist
magazine, this allows them to swim harmlessly
with male-female pairs and then to steal the
female as soon as the male is distracted.

SECURITY
DEPOSITS!

Break Into a Jail, Go to Jail

DON'T LOSE IT BEFORE YOU USE IT!!!

A 30-year-old man was arrested in July at
the Bordeaux prison in Montreal after he
jumped over .the barbed wire to get inside; officials suspect he was rendezvousing with buddies. And in August, several men broke into the
Tremembe jail in Sao Paulo, Brazil, and stole
about $28,000 from the inmates' savings bank.
And in September, a 21-year-old man, released
at 12:01 a.m. from Ottawa County (Mich.) Jail,
was back in lockup by 12: 10 after he climbed
back over the fence to give a buddy a cigarette
(which carries a penalty of up to 90 more days).

NEVER UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES WRITE A
CHECK OR OTHERWISE PAY A SECURITY
DEPOSIT SIMPLY TO EXECUTE A RENT AL
APPLICATION.
A RENTAL APPLICATION IS NOT A LEASE!

YOU MAY BE CHARGED A NON-REFUNDABLE
APPLICATION FEE. REMEMBER AN APPLICATION
FEE SHOULD NEVER BE MORE THAN $25.00.

This communication is for general education only. It is not intended to

solve individual problems. For additional information. contact Student

Update News of the Weird

~...

Funded by A&SF as allocated
by Student Government.

,·- :~
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DUFFY'S

Least Competent Criminals

(Send your Weird News to Chuck Shepherd, P.O. Box
18737, Tampa, Fla. 33679, or Weird@compuserve.com.)

STUDENT

11111 ~:~~~ES

Reported on the 1997 version of _Thailand's
annual Vegetarian Festival in the city of Phuket,
in which hundreds of men demonstrate their
spiritual devotion (a meld of Taoism,
Confucianism and Buddhism) by marching
through the streets with their bodies painfully
impaled with things like rods and tree branches,
hoping for good health and prosperit~
In the 1999 version in October, larger than
ever, devotees criticized the growing commercialization; as some men now skewer themselves merely to advertise their businesses (e.g.,
a tour boat operator with a swordfish jaw
through his cheeks).

Jesus T. Rodriguez, 34, was arrested in
September on drug trafficking charges; he had
aroused suspicion when he walked into a Firstar
Bank in Strongsville, Ohio, with two grocery
bags full of cash totalling $300,000, yet listed
himself on a federal form as unemployed. And
Drtangyn Sinclair, 33, was arrested in
Franklinton, Ohio, in October and charged with
robbing a CVS Pharmacy; he had yanked the
cash register off the counter and carried it away,
unaware that the cash drawer was a separate
unit under the counter.

Legal Services. 823-2538. SRC 155.

$

10042 University Blvd.
Corner of University & Dean
(one mile west of UCF)

679-2448

••••••••••••••••••••••
:
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BUY ONE SUB AND TWO
32 OZ. DRINKS AND GET
ONE SUB FREE.

I
I

Of equal or lesser value. One coupon per visit.
expires 11/30/99

I
I

I

:

I
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FOR SALE
Ladies' diamond ring
.5 carat channel setting $300.
Call Cheri 475-0113.

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK
Best Deals -- ReggaeJAM
Free info 800-873-4423
Operators 9-6 message 24/7
Or reggae-jam.com

HELP WANTED
Earn $1,200 next week.
Pan-time/full time. No experience needed.
Call (800) 334-9229 leave a message.
Now seeking students to work on campus.
Up to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
'$21 +HOUR PT/FT 1
Easy work processing Mail or Email From
Home or School! For Details Email:
Register@aweber.com
Swimming Instructor wanted must be experienced and certified $9.50/hour flexible
schedule PIT or FIT. Call 699-1992. •
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Ladies! Earn $LOO to $200 per night selling
roses in elegant nightclubs such as Roxies and
8 Seconds. Wear beautiful dresses and work
with style wrule you earn $25 to $50 per hour!
Hours are short - 9 pm - 3 am.
Part-time is Friday and Saturday.
Fulltime is Wednesday - Saturday.
Nights go by fast, top salary, quality people!
Must be 19, own a car and have a great personality. Join our team!
Call Renee at 977-0449
Kitchen Manager The Loop Pizza/Grill is now ruring for all
positions at its new Maitland location. We
offer a good salary with bonus opportunity,
health and life insurance, tuition reimbursement, 40lk plan, sick and vacation leave.
Please call 407-622-5667
or mail resume to 441 S. Orlando Avenue,
Maitland, FL 32751
Make $5,000.00
A MONTH SURFING THE WEB! You can
make unbelievable income just by surfing the
Internet!
FREE!
Go to www.IOOsaday.com NOW!
Earn $30k-$90k per year placing executives
countrywide. 100% commission. Attractive
Winter Park office near Park Avenue. Call
Mike at 677-6200.
Childcare Assistant needed at After-school
Karate Facility. Prefer Elementary Ed student.
M-F, 2-6 pm . Call Jeff 812-9600.

Is your list longer than Santa's? No time?
Simplify your life now!
Go with a female professional that UCF's
finest trust first and most. Exclusively catering
to married couples and single women.
Services ran·ge from total home cleanings to
the dreaded laundry and dishes. Available 6
days a week. Outstanding references provided.
Contact Erin Walker at 677-9618.
Babysitter needed lo watch two boys in the
afternoons from 2:30 pm - 6:00 pm each day
in Tuscawilla neighborhood.
Call 366-1539 after 6:30 pm if interested.
He! p Wanted Valet Parking Attendants needed. Clean driving record and the ability to work under
strenuous physical conditions are a must.
Many locations.
$7.00 to $12.00 an hour.
25 positions must be filled immediately.
Apply in personal at tbe Marriott Downtown
located next to the arena or the Omni Rosen
on International Drive.

Lead Generation - Enthusiastic voices wanted
to promote wireless data technology. $7 hr +
comm. Call (407) 678-7435.

Assistant News ~ditor
News Layout Editor
Sports Layout Editor

Log on www.UCFfuture.com
for complete details!

CLUBS

Looking for financial security
and don't know where to start?
24 programs to guide financial thinking in the
2 J st century. Visit

The Big Housel
7:30 Fridays
S. Union Cape Florida 316

http://www.sky~oftware.com

Drowning in Debt???
..
Non profit agency available :o assist with debt
consolidation program.
- Stop collection calls
- Lower interest
- Consolidate into cine payment
- Licensed & Bonded
- Free consultation by phone or in person.
Call free 24 hour message (407) 772-2298 or
call office direct at (407) 599-0057 x l.
For Sale by Owner Home Sellers receive fee
info on "How to Sell a Home in 2 Weeks".
Call (800) 970-1328.

Orlando Regional Lucerne Hospital would like
you to volunteer. Positions available in PT &
OT, Transitional Care, Radiology & other
departments. If interested call,
649-6222.

Paid Positions Available!

SERVICES

Kundalini Yoga at Sharma's
Tue. & Sat. l 0 am, Sun. 2 pm
Mon., Wed., Thu., Fri , 2 pm
Right across from UCF
Next to UC7 Cinema
407 381-1940
http://www.latu.net/yoga
Free CD of cool indie music
when you registe'r at mybytes.com,
the ultimate website for your college needs.

A Campus Crusade for Chrisr Meeting
E-mail: crusade@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu
www.waymore.org

MISC.
RENDEZVOUS:
Flirty Daytona Women Seeking Crazy UCF
Guys to Repeat Wlld Thanksgiving Weekend
at the OCEAN DECK in Daytona Beach.
Reggae, Sand. Drinks. Bring Imagination.

EARN UP TO $1000

I

By Posting
Your Lecture Notes
0 n Ii n e

408 727-5127 or
Contact:

jobs@study247.com
www.study24-7.com
revolutionizing
the way students
study on the web

Please contact us by one of the methods
below for detailed pricing information.

407-977-l 009
FAX: 407-977-0019

PHONE:

EMAIL: SALES@UCFFUTlJRE.COM

•
(f

MAIL: 120 Alexandria Blvd. Suite 17, Oviedo, FL 32765

GUESS WHICH ONE IS
{/

(I

(I

TAKE NOTES. GET PAID.
You have to go to class anyway, so why not get paid to do it?
Apply now @ allstudents.com or call 1-888-640-8810. Free onllne
lecture notes, access to campus email, your virtual day planner.

Cl

(1

~~
Student Travel
from A to Z

Q;,ucF

London
Paris

181
208
211
220

· Barcelona
Amsterdam

Need ·10-15 responsible UCF students for part-time work in
university phonathon. Start work on Aug. 30th.
•Good Pay (start at $5.50 per hour)
• Student friendly hours (9 - 18 hours per week)
Sunday 1 - 4 pm
Evenings 6 - 9: 15 pm Sunday - Thursday
• Close to campus (Research Park)

For More Information Call 249-4740
Ask for Matt Hodge

J

From Miami each w~
based on a rt purchase.
Fares do not include
~
taxes, are valid for
departures in
November and are
subject to change.
Re_strictions apply.

1-800-2COUNCIL
www.cuunc1 Ltr dvel.c"m

London ........... $379
Paris .... .'......... $360
Los Angeles .... $311

Student Government Senate Allocations

Amsterdam .... $323

10/1/99 to 10/31/99

Organization Name

Bill#

Purpose

Amount

541-2000

Senate Working Fund
SB3 l-109 HOMECOMING CONCERT WITH LENNY K.RAVITZ
HOMECOMING CONCERT WITH LENNY
SB3 l-l l l CYPRESS DOME SOCIETY
PRINT RUN
SB31-113 EDUC. COLLEGE COUNCIL
DIVERSITY WEEK
SB31-123 HEALTH AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS COLLEGE COUNCIL
DIVERSITY FAIR
SB31-89 AM INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAl)TICS SUPPLIES TO BUILD AN AIRCRAFT
SB31-98 OUTLANDERS/UCF O.UTDOOR ROCKCLIMBING CLB
ROCK CLIMBING WALL WITH ACC.
Total

Senate Working Fund

$60,000.00
$8,000.00
$5,000.00
$5,000.00
$2,000.00
$24,176.00

OFFICE SUPPLIES & ADVERTISEMENTS
MISC. SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES (STATIONERIES)

QUOTES
PI SIGMA ALPHA
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN ATHLETES
BAPTIST COLLEGIATE MINISTRIES
SOC OF HISPANIC PROF ENGINEERS
EVOLUTION RACING
ASSN OF UNMANNED VEHICLE SYSTEMS
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS

Total

C & 0 - Office Supplies

$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$150.00
$50.00
.Sl,100.00

Student Government Senate Allocations
10/1/99 to 10/31/99

Organization Name

Bill#

Purpose

Amount

C & 0-Travel
R03l
R032
R033
R034
R035
R036
R037
R038
R039
R040
R04l
R042
R043
SB3l-l16
SB31-121
SB31-135
SB31-92
SB31-94

SURF CLUB
HEALTH INFORMATION MANAGEMENT ASSN
CYPRESS CHRISTIAN LIFE
SHARON BEVERLY
WOMEN'S RUGBY
ENGINEERING COLLEGE COUNCIL
FUTURE WEB DEVELOPERS
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUD UNION (AASU)
UCF BASKETBALL DANCE TEAM
LEAD SCHOLARS ASSN
MICHELI;E BERMAN

DAYTONA TOURNAMENT
TRAVEL
REGISTRATION, LODGING, TRAVEL
TRAVEL
TALLAHASSEE NOV. STH, 99
HTML TRAINING INTAMP A, FL
PHOTOSHOP'S REGISTRATION FOR 3
24TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE
REGISTRATION & HOTEL
CONFERENCE

REGINALD TIIOMAS
STEPHEN CONDILL
ST PERSONNEL ASSN
BIOMED ENGINEERING SOCIETY
ST SENATE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION MAJORS
MOHAMMED ARIF

TRAVEL/HOTEL
SAN FRANCISCO 11/18-21/99
KENTUCKY 11/6-8/99
BMES CONFERENCE
FSA MEETING ON OCT. 22, 99
CONF. 01/27-30/99
INT'LCONF.

AIRFARE

Total

•

C & 0-Travel

Funded by Activity and Service Fees through the Student Government Association.

i;:,,., .

Student Union
f'ega&us Circle

.

~.

"

""~!(.

All fares are round-trip. Tax not induded.
Some restrictions apply.

$104,176.00

C & 0 - Office Supplies
A026
A027
A028
A029
A030
A031
A032
SB31-91

. . .

$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$1,000.00
$795.00
$945.00
$991.00
$1,000.00
$1,000.00
$500.00
$500.00
$500.00
$~,110.50

$1,547.00
$2,776.00
$4,200.00
$2,350.00
$24,714.50

lif!1TRAVEL

I

we·ve Been There.

www. statravel. com
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UCF would face second round matchup with powerful UNC
FROM PAGE

32

Championship and its first trip to the NCAA
tournament.
If the Golden Knights win, they will
meet No. 2 North Carolina on Saturday at 2
p.m., in Chapel Hill. It would mark the third
time UCF and UNC have converged in the
national championship tournament.
"The women's soccer championship

has always been dominated by the teams
who were supposed to win," UCF coach
Amanda Cromwell said. "It's time for a
Cinderella team to take over."
The Golden Knights enter the tournament on a nine-game unbeaten streak, the
10th longest in the nation. The team, which
boasts nine All-TAAC performers, has outshot its opponents 413-216 and has forced
12 shutouts, ninth best in the nation.

Furman enters the tournament on an
11-game winning streak, including a stunning 1-0 victory over No. 23 Iowa. Furman
placed seven members on the first and second All-SoCon teams and has outshot its
oppone11ts 365-193. UCF is looking to
improve on its performance in the 1998
NCAA tournament after a 1-0 loss to
Wisconsin in the first round. A win against
Furman would be UCF's seventh in NCAA

tournament play.
UCF looked sharp at the TAAC finals,
outshooting JU 28-5. Second team AllTAAC honoree Michelle Anderson scored
first for UCF off a pass from fellow secondteam selectee Claire Kohake, with a 15-yard
blast to the center of the goal. The goal was
reminiscent of the 1998 finals when
Anderson sank the game-winner in a 1-0
victory over JU for the TAAC title.

•
10AM

2 PM
9PM

biology lab
kickboxing class
movie with Jeff

Fashions that make the moment.
Prices that make the grade.

Mla1rsl~alllls
Brand names for less. Ev~ry day.·
Every day Marshalls has a huge selection of the latest brand name fashions for you and even cool stuff for your dorm room.
All for much less. So you can look your best without spending a fortune.

Visit us near oampus in Orlando at Colonial Plaza -

1-800-Marshalls
www.allcampusmedia.com/marshalls
Merchandise will va

b store. © 1999 Marshalls

,.

WOMEN'S SOCCER NOTEBOOK
TAAC champions, again

1.S

conference poll.
The third-seeded
Dolphins reached the championship game
Winning is never boring. But if it
by defeating #6 Stetson 2-1 in the quarterwas, the UCF Women's Soccer Team
finals and #2 Georgia State 2-0 in the
would be asleep. Entering the TAAC
semifinals. The win over GSU avenged a
Championship Tournament on November
loss to the Bulldogs in the regular season.
4-6, the Golden Knights were riding an
. "We just tried to score first. Today we
eight game unbeaten streak, during which
worked hard and got good results early,
they had outscored their opponents 19-1.
which kept us motivated to play and win,"
They won the regular season TAAC
said JU head coach Michael Johnson. "We
Championship, earning them the #1 seed
remembered how bad loosing to Georgia
for the tournament, which took place
State felt, and we swore we would not let
at UCF, and a first round bye.
it happen again."
Their semifinal opponent was
JU's march through the tournament
Jacksonville State, who beat Florida
would come to a halt against UCF, howevAtlantic 3-2 in overtime to advance out of
er, as the Golden Knights dominated the
the quarterfinals. JSU, who spoiled UCF's
Dolphins for the second time this season,
perfect regular season conference record
beating them 4-1 to win the TAAC
by tying the Knights 0-0 on October 17,
Championship and earn a berth in th~
kept the game close in the early going, but
NCAA Tournament. Sophomore forward
in the second half UCF pulled away. The
Michelle Anderson opened the scoring for
game was scoreless until the 39th minute,
the Golden Knights with a 15-yard blast to
when freshman Amanda King deflected a
the center of the goal. The goal was remishot by junior Claire Kohake past
niscent of the 1998 finals when Anderson
Gamecock goalie Adriana Pirelli to put the
scored the game-winner in a 1-0 victory
Knights up 1-0. UCF came out firing in
over JU for the. TAAC title. Freshman
the second half, and goals by freshman
Amanda King scored the game winning
Brooke Asby and junior Cally Howell in a
goal, her second of the tournament, by
three minute span sealed the victory.
placing a shot on the ground to the right
Kohake finished off the scoring with a shot
comer of the post in the 34th minute of the
from 18 yards out that went over the
game.
goalie's head and into the top of the net,
Two minutes later, the UCF offense
bringing the final score to 4-0. Kohake
forced an own goal by JU as an attempt by
and Howell led the Knights with a goal
Dolphin defender Kathy Ciriello to clear
and two assists apie~e. Sophomore goalthe ball was deflected into the goal for a
keeper Maria Banuls earned the shutout,
score of 3-0 entering the half.
making two saves.
Jacksonville began a comeback enter"We knew coming in that JSU had a
ing the second half as Brooke Ade fired a
great defense, so we worked on playing
shot from the 18 yard line that beat Banuls
quicker on their end of the field," said UCF
to make the score 3-1. The goal was the
head coach Amanda Cromwell. "We also first scored by a TAAC team against UCF
wanted to take advantage of the width of
this season.
the field, finding any holes in the defense." .
"We had a little breakdown in our
In the finals the Golden Knights met defensive play, allowing JU to score," said
up with Jacksonville University, who was tournament MVP Cally Howell. "We were
picked to win the TAAC in the preseason still dominating on offense, so we just

lets people know why we belong among
the nation's best."

All-TAAC selections
The 1999 All-TAAC team, which was
announced before the conference tournament, was dominated by UCF, who placed
nine players on the first, second, and third
teams. Junior midfielder Cally Howell took
the highest honors for the UCF women,
earning a Sf>Ot on the All-TAAC first team.
Ranked 19th in the nation for assists at the
season's midpoint, Howell remained at the
top of the TAAC list for assists throughout
the season, finishing second in the conference with nine. TheAll-TAAC second team
was made up almost entirely of Golden
Knights, including senior defender
Margrette Auffant, junior midfielder Claire
Kohake, sophomore forward Michelle
Anderson, sophomore goalkeeper Maria
Banuls, sophomore defender Noelle Brown,
and freshman defender Brooke Asby.
Two UCF defenders, Sarah Pharr
Leathers and Jackie Van Looven, earned
third team honors. All UCF defenders who
have started in games this season were
named to the all-conference list for their
efforts in allowing only one conference goal
this season.
UCF's ~¢ honorees were the most of
any TAAC school. Jacksonville State had
the second most All-TAAC selections with
six players on the team.
The Golden Knights also dominated
the 1999 TAAC All-Tournament Team, with
six play.ers being selected for the squad.
UCF was once again led by Cally Howell,
who was named the tournament's MVP.
Also making the All-Tournament Team for
the Knights were Michelle Anderson,
Amanda King, Maria Banuls, Claire
Kohake, and Brooke Asby.

Junior midfielder Cally Howell was named the
TAAC Tournament MVP. Howell, from local
Lake Howell High, earned All·TlAC honors
during the regular season, finishing second in
the conference in assists.
talked and told ourselves· not to let it happen again."
UCF was successful in its defensive
stance for the remainder of the game and
continued the offensive attack, with King
scoring another goal in the 84th minute of
the game off a pass from defender Brooke
Asby. The Golden Knights (15-5-1, 10-01) outshot Jacksonville (12-8-1, 9-3) 28-5
for the game.
"The team did what they set out to do
from day one," said Coach Cromwell.
"We're not done though. I want to make a
statement at the NCAA tournament that

-DAVID MARSTERS

Drop the remote and step away from the TV. Pick up the
phone and get out of town on Amtrak®. Because right now
you'll save I 0% just by flashing your student ID. If Y'>u're a
member of Student Advantage® you'll save even more.
Better hurry. this offer ends soon. Call 1-800-USA-RAI L or
check out www.amtrak.com. Trains depart from the Amtrak
station at 1400 Sligh Blvd. in Orlando.
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fi
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MEN'S SOCCER

IJ[F WOMEN"S BASKETBAil

Men's soccer
season ends in
disappointment
TRAVIS BELL
STAFF WRITER

..
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and other Knightfanstowa.tch the l&iights
face ·the nation's tougn~~fschedule.

The UCF men's soccer team's season came to a surprising
end Friday in Jacksonville in the semifinals of the Trans
America Athletic Conference tournament. The third-seeded
Golden Knights lost, 3-0, against eventual champion Mercer,
who was the second seed.
The surprise for the Golden Knights was that it had defeated Mercer, 2-1, less than one month ago and Coach Bob Winch
felt comfortable with the matchup against the Bears. UCF
defeated sixth-seeded Stetson to advance to the semifinals.
UCF never seemed to be in the game against the Bears.
The three-goal defeat was the second worst this season for the
Gwden Knights, topped only by a 4-0 loss against Oakland on
September 29.
Mercer's Neal Zarac gave the Bears a
1-0 lead in the fifth minute when he scored
on a header that deflected off a UCF
defender. That was all keeper David Jetton
would need against the Golden Knights in
recording the shutout. Jetton lowered his
TAAC-leading goals against average to
1.16, while making five saves.
The Bears scored their second goal in
the 62nd minute on another corner kick that
was headed by two Mercer players before Winch
getting past Antti Laitinen. Zarac put the
game out of reach with five minutes
remaining .when he got _past the UCF
defense and. had Laitinen one-on-one from
six yards out.
UCF narrowly escaped a first round
exit against Stetson on Thursday. UCF was
looking for revenge for its 2-1 loss against
the Hatters during the regular season. It got
what it .was looking for, but not in the easy
Ritvanen
fashion Winch had hoped for.
Heikki Ritvanen gave the Golden
Knights the lead in the 33rd minute when he ripped a shot from
22 yards out on a free kick. It was his team-leading 17th goal
of the season and left him two shy of tying for second in
NCAA history.
Stetson tied the game with three minutes 1eft in the first
half after Laitinen stopped a header but was unable to keep the
rebound out of the net. Laitinen made six saves during the
game to give UCF a chance for the victory.
UCF took the lead for good in the 86th minute when
Ritvanen and Ari Nurmi were both heading for the ball inside
the Hatters' penalty box. Stetson defender Rich Serianni inadvertently scored an own goal to provide the one-goal difference
for the Golden Knights.
The loss for the Golden Knights ended its season with a
12-7 record. The 12 wins tied the school record that was set
last year when UCF was 12-6, but for the second consecutive
year the record-setting season ended in disappointment in the
TAAC Tournament.
The loss also concluded the careers of six seniors, four of
who totaled 46 wins in four years for Winch. Heikki Ritvanen
rewrote the UCF and TAAC record books, and he finished with
88 goals, which is good for third all time in the NCAA. He finished his career as a four-time First Team All-TAAC selection
and he was named TAAC Player of the Year his final two seasons.
Ari Nurmi returned from an injury during his sophomore
year to score 32 goals during his final two seasons. Nurmi's 49
career goals rank him third in school history behind Ritvanen
and Randy Deshield. Captain Rami Vehmas concluded his
career as UCF's career assist leader.
The Golden Knights will look forward to next season, but
it will be without the bulk of its offense that has been responsible for UCF's resurrection following back-to-back losing
seasons in 1993-94. Winch has some weapons returning, but
his senior class full of scorers and leaders will be sorely
missed.
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

Three-pointers pace Golden Knight men

UCF women triumph in overtime

SPf,CIAL TO THE FUTURE

Sophomore
transfer
Paul Reed
led UCF in
rebounding
in its first
exhibition
contest
against
Korabel
Ukraine.
The
Dr.Phillips
product
came over
from Old
Dominion
and is
expected to
be a major
factor on
the front
line.

~,ORLANDOSeruO.r forward D'Quarius
Stewart scored a gamehigh 23 points, including
4-of.-1 shooting from threepoirit range, to help UCF
run away from Korabel
Ukraine in the Golden
Knights' first exhibition
game, 92-64:
UCF used a 22-3 run in
the second half to put away
the visiting Ukrainians. The
Golden Knights led 60-54
with' I 0:38 remaining in the
game when Stewart sank a
three-pointer that sparked
UCF on the run that put the
Knights up by 25 points,
82-57, with 5: 18 remaining.
UCF would build the lead
to as many as 33 points.
UCF led 45-42 at the
half, but Korabel would
never get any closer.
"I thought it was good
to play against different
opposition than your own
team," UCF coach Kirk
Speraw said. "I was pleased
with our intensity and effort
in the second half, much
more than the first half. I
thought we played much
better basketball in the second half. We took four
charges and we held them
to just 27 percent shooting
in half."
Sophomore forward

Jason Thornton added 15
points, including 3-for-3
shooting from three-point
range, sophomore forward
Paul Reed had 12 points
and a game-high eight
rebounds and Inyo Cue
scored 11 points.
Oleksandr Rayevskyy
led Korabel with 17 points,

and Oleksandr Chausov
had 10.
UCF plays host to
Latvia Select on Sunday at
3 p.m. at the UCF Arena in
its final exhibition game.
The Golden Knights open
their regular season on Nov.
19 at home against the No.
24 Miami Hurricanes

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

University of Southern Illinois, led the
Elite Team with 16 points and 14
boards.
The Elite Team forced UCF into 31
turnovers, but the Golden Knights won
the battle of the.boards, 67-36.

ORLANDO - Paced by sophomore
forward Khaliah Guillory's 22 points,
UCF beat the Women's National
Basketball League USA Elite Team 7360 in overtime of an
exhibition
game at the
UCF Arena
Sunday
afternoon.
Guillory
shot 7-for13 from the
field and 7
of 9 from the
line
and
pulled down
seven
rebounds.
Junior forward
LaToya
Graham
added
19
poil}ts and
10 rebounds,
including a
team-high
seven offensive boards.
Junior for- LaDonna Larry and the UCF Golden Knights have one exhibition contest
ward
remaining before tipping off new coach Gail Striegler's first season ,against
LaDonna
South Florida at home on Nov. 19.
Larry
fin,
ished with 10 points, a team-leading 14
Th~ Golden Knights will host the
rebounds and three steals. Junior center same team on Saturday at 7 p.m . in their
Camille Howard added eight points and last warmup before opening the regular
10 rebounds.
season Nov. 19 as host to the University
Forward Niki Washington, out of the of South Florida.

•
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MEN'S & WOMEN'S TENNIS

Knights face best in country
in ITA Indoor Championships
DAVID WINBERG
STAFF WRITER

'l

Southeastern Conference teams dominated the Intercollegiate
Tennis Association (ITA) Region III Indoor Championships in
Athens, Georgia, and Mobile, Alabama respectively.
UCF juniors William Guerin and Federico Camacho traveled
to the Georgia Bulldogs' campus and the Dan Magill Tennis
Complex_ with hopes of advancing a couple of rounds in the toughest NCAA region in the nation. The Golden Knights, ranked 75th
in the country and 14th regionally, faced defending national team
champions Georgia, third ranked Mississippi, fourth ranked LSU,
seventh ranked Florida, 12th ranked Kentucky, 13th ranked
Tennessee, 15th ranked Mississippi State, and 18th ranked
Alabama among others.
Guerin, a native from Lyon, France, beat the Crimson Tide's
Chris McRae in the fust round in straight sets, 6-3 and 6-3, but Ole
Miss Rebel and sixth seed Martin Selin topped Guerin in the second round, downing the Golden Knight 6-1, 6-2.
"It's good to play these tournaments because you get to play
very good players, but we also realize that we have a long way to
go," said Guerin after his loss.
Camacho got out on a slow note in his first round encounter
against Matt Soto from Mississippi State and lost the first set, 6-1.
The Golden Knight from San Jose, Costa Rica, never recovered
and lost the second set, 6-0.
The UCF duo bounced back in the doubles by ousting freshman sensation Lesley Joseph, who advanced to the quarterfinals in
singles action, and Will Glenn from host Georgia. Guerin and
Camacho reached the next round, beating the Bulldog tandem, 84. Ajay Ramaswami and Anthony Mateljan, defending SEC team
champions with LSU, ousted Guerin and Camacho in the second
round, 8-1.
Fourth seed Tom Hand from LSU topped second seeded
Florida Gator Justin O'Neal for the singles crown, 6-2 and 7-5.
Both finalists earned berths into the ITA National Indoor
• FAT ASS BURGER • THE HEARTBURNER • SILLY CHEESE STEAK • COLLEGE CLUB Championships in Dallas, February 3-6, 2000.
c::::
"We have a good solid little team, but the results here show us
~ I
~
~
that
we are far behind the best schools in the region," said head
(/)
C'.l
0
coach Bobby Cashman. "We have to continue to work hard in prac0
. tice and simply get better and stronger."
~
Try our new "Double Fat Ass Burger" - Two fresh 1/2 lb beef patties C/)
C/)
~
The UCF women, defending TAAC champions and ranked
~
::i:::
on
a
Kaiser
roll
with
Fries
for
$5.99!
stacked
~
70th
in the nation, traveled to Mobile, Alabama, to play the ITA
H
L:l
Region
III Indoor Championships including strong opponents as
(for you math majors, that is 1 pound of meat!)
z
second ranked Florida, fifth ranked Georgia, sixth ranked
Ask your server how to become a part of the "Fat Ass Club" and
Mississippi, and 18th ranked hosts South Alabama. UCF senior
~
u
receive a FREET-Shirt! For the month of November, eat 6 Double
Gaelle Gouttefarde reached the second round in the A draw after
::i:::
Fat Ass Burgers and receive your Locos T-Shirt absolutely Free!
topping TAAC foe Stank.a Ilkova from Samford. In the second
u
round, Gouttefarde scared 15th seed Florida Gator Julia Scaringe
0
by winning the first set 6-3, but Scaringe came back and won the
two remaining sets 6-0 and 6-3.
~
UCF senior Veronica Widyadharrna and junior Ann-Jeanette
~
Svantesson both lost in the fust round. 16th seed Widyadharrna
Fr-€sh~Kaiser
from Semarang, Indonesia, bowed out to Ole Miss' freshman Julie
DeRoo in two straight sets.
H
Svantesson, a native from Kalmar, Sweden, lost against
• ••
Georgia senior Kelly Baskin, also in two straight sets. The final
~
between SEC rivals Lori Grey from Georgia and DeRoo was not
0
0
played at press time.
H
Sonja Prokopec advanced to the round of 16 in the B draw.
Prokopec defeated Troy State's Misti Riley in the first round,
Biggest
H
before losing to second seed Andrea Lord from Mississippi State.
0
0
•
•
•
Hadas
Ronen, Daniela Okal, and Katie Kreisler all lost in the first
c::::
round. Ronen lost to Lord's teammate and sixth seed Linda
Mama's Breakfast SpecialMattsson, Okal had to surrender a third set tiebreaker to Ole Miss'
~
2 Eggs, 2 Bacon, Toast,
Camilla Gould, and Kreisler was defeated by South Florida's
2
Hashbrowns
$2.99
Claudia Nieto .
~
(/)
In doubles action, Widyadharma and Svantesson reached the
~
~
second round in the A draw after defeating Alabama duo Becca
::c::
Baum and Weyli Chang, 8-5. Marketa Blazkova and Anke Roos
u
Phone 282-1900
~
from South Alabama beat the UCF tandem in the round of 16, 8-5.
::i:::
In the B draw, Prokopec and Ronen defeated first seed Mississippi
H
Fax 282-1905
State duo Mattsson and Ivana Belancic in quarterfinal action, 8-1.
Located in the UCF
H
S~uth Alabama tandem Tracey Gobey and Vanda Novak.ova
~
Expires 11-30-99
~
stopped the Golden Knights in the semifinal. UCF's second pair in
Student Union
::g
the B draw, Gouttefarde and Okal, wa~ ousted by Millie Begovic
~
~nd Selia Mathew from Alabama in the first round.
~
"As tough as this region is. we played pretty much how I
0
en
expected,"
said head coach Patricia Allison. '·I see signs of pl<iy at
~
en.
~
the
next
level,
but we are in a transition phase right now where we
~
0
(we are talking Billiards, so keep your swim cup at home!
are not feeling quite comfortable yet."
~
The UCF men and women now head back to practice in
~
Orlando
before the respective seasons start in late January.
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Volleyball squad proves confidence goes a long way
sive specialist Amanda Marcos
and one of its leaders in hitting
percentage, Dawn Hoffman, all
of whom were lost to graduation.
Yet in their departure, several new Knights have stepped up
to fill their roles more than
admirably. Freshman setter
Becca Saldana has no time to be
homesick for her hometown in
Michigan, she's too busy leading
the TAAC with more than 12
assists per game. Michelle
Dayton has stepped into Marcos'
role as UCF's stopper, and the
frontcourt is still one of the best
in the TAAC with an intimidating lineup of Lisa Rieman (5foot-10), Stephanie Noiseux (5foot-11), Piper Morgan (6-foot-3)
and Michelle Sobczak (5-foot10), all more than happy to kill
the ball down opposing defense's
throats.
Best of all for UCF, no one
is considered the go-to player. In
the course of UCF's undefeated
season in TAAC play, a different
star has shone for the Knights.
The team has confidence in each
other and as it heads into the
TAAC Tournament on Nov.17,
that season-long trust the Knights
have built will prove invaluable
in a run to the tournament championship.
Whether UCF is holding a
trophy on Nov. 20th or going
home empty handed, Fitzgerald
and her Knights deserve an
award for toughness and perseverance. Best of all, Fitzgerald's
Knights get an A in their first
semester of Confidence 101.

JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

If you 're looking to learn a
lesson in how to be confident,
look no further than Meg
Fitzgerald. As the first year
coach of UCF's volleyball team,
Fitzgerald
has shown
confidence
all season
long in
leading the
Knights to
an undefeated TAAC record after
a dismal start of the season.
None of that matters compared to the confident move
Fitzgerald made even before
coaching her first game at UCF.
On Nov. 26, the Knights have a
home match against Florida
A&M University, which on the
surface seems just like another
match.
But it's not. Fitzgerald
scheduled the game because· she
wanted her team to have one last
run together before the NCAA
Tournament-assuming that they'll
be in it.
A confident move, undeniably, as the FAMU match is only
six days after the TAAC
Tournament. that Fitzgerald
expects will award the conference's lone bid to the NCAA
Tournament to the Knights, who
would secure the ticket by winning the conference title game.
While some may perceive
Fitzgerald's move as brash given
UCF's youthful lineup, which

I REST
MY CASE

The UCF volleyball team has continued its remarkable this season, taking back TAAC dominance and shaking off a
slow start. The team will host the conference tournament and are considered the favorite.
includes only four seniors, no
one can fault Fitzgerald's genius
plan now. The Golden Knights,
who won the TAAC crown every
year from 1992-97, have started
re-establishing themselves as the
dominant team in the TAAC after
a horrible season last year.
UCF has not lost a game in
TAAC play this year, reminiscent

of the days of Knight dominance
from 1992-'98, when they were
piled up 65-consecutive conference wins. Florida Atlantic
snapped the lengthy streak last
•year, but in poetic justice, it was
UCF's four-game victory against
F~U that got the Knights new
TAAC streak started.
It was that win that has

helped give UCF its new-found
confidence in conference play
and has it hoping for its first
NCAA appearance since 1997.
It's been a long, puzzling
ride for the Knights this season,
starting with a 1-8 record to
begin the year. The Knights
opened the year without leading
passer Amanda Fielding, defen-
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Freshman setter Becca Saldana, left, pictured with fellow frosh Kristen Volman, has given UCF a tremendous lift
stepping in cit setter this season.

I Saldana superb in
•
freshman campaign
JEFF CASE
STAFF WRITER

.
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When Meg Fitzgerald talks about what it
took to recruit Becca Saldana, she can't help but
use the word luck more than a few times.
Saldana, the Golden Knights setter, was a relatively unknown Michigan high school prospect
by the time Fitzgerald arrived.
"Luckily, Michigan plays volleyball in the
winter time, so they don't start club volleyball
until later than most other kids start," Fitzgerald
said. "She didn't play on a high profile club team
so sometimes those kids get overlooked because
they don't come out early enough. Becca had
sort of waited and held out for some other
options.
The only substantial scholarship offer on
Saldana's table was one from Division I-AA
Appalachian State in Boone, N.C. Once
Fitzgerald saw Saldana's high school highlight
video from her high school coach, it wasn't long
before Fitzgerald was Saldana's doorstep in
Walled Lake Central, Mich. "The day that I saw
·the video, I booked a plane tfcket up to Walled
Lake Central, got on the plane, saw her practice,
went to her house and offered her a scholarship.
She came down on a visit two weeks later and
committed. It was all really fast and we're all
really lucky. But, that's just the luck of the draw
sometimes.
·Saldana said her decision to come to UCF
was helped by meeting Fitzgerald and her mind
was made up once she took a recruiting visit.
"UCF all around was the best choice for me,
I got along with the team the best, I liked Meg
most out of all the coaches," Saldana said. "I
loved the campus and everything just seemed
right here, I knew this was the right choice for
me. She seemed really down to earth, like the
kind of coach it would pe easy for me to talk to.
She would be understanding and pushing hard."
"There aren't that may coaches that get
along with their players as well. When I went out
with the team, I got along with them really well.
I knew I'd be spending the most time with volleyball."
Fitzgerald's luck has paid off for UCF as
Saldana has helped not only replace one of the
best setters in UCF history, out also guide the
team to success. After losfog former setter
Amanda Fielding to graduation last season, the

Knights were left without a designated setter to
fill Fielding's shoes. Whoever took over
.Fielding's spot would have a chance to contribute immediately, something Fitzgerald said
helped sign Saldana.
"Coming out of high school, you want to
walk on the court and contribute immediately,"
Fitzgerald said. "I think that I laid it out for her,
she needed to be our starting setter. I asked her if
she could handle it and she said yes. She was
willing to take it on.
"We've asked her to lead our team, we've
asked her to be our setter and we really don't
have a backup. We've put a heavy load on her
shoulders and thank goodness she's been willing
to accept the load and carry through. She's got to
be consistent or we're in trouble."
The Knights have rarely found themselves in
trouble this year, thanks in part to Saldana. UCF
has become one of the best passing teams in the
Trans America Athletic Conference and has
rolled to an undefeated record in TAAC play.
As the quarterback of UCF's offense,
Saldana has become one of the best in the TAAC,
leading the conference in assists per game average (12.8) and second only to Georgia State's
setter in total assists. While Fitzgerald said she
set a goal of 10 assiMs per game for her setter,
Saldana said she kept her goals simple for her
first year.
"I just wanted to play to the level I knew that
I could and I wanted to be able to be on a winning team," Saldana said. "I wanted to help add
to that and I was a little worried that, being so
inexperienced, I might pull the team down. I
wanted to make sure that I was adding to the
team.
"I was just excited about getting started this
season. I knew that I'd have a lot of playing time
and I want our team to do well. I definitely wasn't planning on all this."
The luck of the draw has paid off so far for
Fitzgerald and her team, but she still sees room
for Saldana to improve.
"I think she's the best in the TAAC,"
Fitzgerald said. "She's going to be pretty dang
good. If we get her moving, get her stronger and
then she'll do some really nice things. I think she
has room to grow, she's just a solid, consistenttype player. She's a solid worker, she's a funny
kid and she's even blossomed in the short time
she's been here."
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FOOTBALL NOTEBOOK
Lee has career
game while
fighting flu
As fellow wideout Kenny
Clark put
it, senior
Charles
Lee
proved
what he's
all about
with his
Lee
remarkable
11-reception, 203-yard performance against Auburn.
"Charles played great
today- with the flu. That's
when they say the most comes
out of a man, and you saw
what came out of him today. It
doesn't get any better than
that."
Coach Mike Kruczek saw
his go-to receiver make plays
that were nearly superhuman.
"Unbelievable. The fact ·
that he could do what he did
feeling how he did," Kruczek
said. "He was everywhere and
it was truly remarkable that he
could have such great concentration and maintain it feeling
as sick as he was.
"He might have been
depleted there at the end as I
think he wore down a little
with a drop or two, but overall, his focus was exceptional."
Lee was on the receiving end
of more than half of quarterback Vic Penn's 374 passing
yards.
"Charles has been a great
receiver all year," Penn said.
"He's an NFL receiver and he
showed that today. It's going
to be tough not to have him
next year, but I wish him the
best of luck."
Lee, who did everything
humanly possible and more,
considering his condition, still
saw room for improvement.
"There were several things
I did today that I could have
done a little better," Lee said.
"I did a lot of things that were
mediocre tonight. I have to
wor~ on those things."

Moore breaks
defensive record
With a stop on a run by
tailback
Heath
Evans in
the first
half of
Saturday's
contest,
defensive
lineman
Justen
Moore
Moore
became
UCF's all-time leader in tackles for loss.
Moore recorded his 33rd
tackle for loss, eclipsing a
mark he shared with Darrell
Rudd (1981-84) and Greg
Jefferson (1991-94).

Beorlegui pins
Tigers back
UCF punter Javier
Beorlegui had a terrific day
punting the ball, pinning the
Tigers inside their own 20yard line on four of his five
attempts, including once
inside their own one-yard line.
"I thought field positionwise we did really well,"
Beorlegui said. "The coverage
team did their job and we had
them pinned a lot. The punt
return team played tremendous
and it really helped us."
When Beorlegui wore his
other hat as the team's placekicker, he didn't fare quite as
well. The sophomore continued to show improvement by
mal<i.tng a 39-yarder and narrowly missing a 45-yarder, but
all in all, was upset with missing two of
three field
goal
attempts.
"I only
made one
of three, so
I wasn't
pleased
with my
kicking. I
wanted to
make all three. It didn't go my
way."
Kruczek was unhappy with
the misses, but knows
Beorlegui is coming around
and deserves a chance.
"Javier's come a long way
since the start of the season
and that's why I continue to
send him out because I believe
he can hit them," Kruczek
said. "I have to show that
'yeah I have confidence that
you can give us three points.'
People question me in doing
so, but if I don't have confidence in him, he's never going
to have confidence in himself
to make it happen."
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Last laugh eludes
-Knights
UCF failed to break
through against the Tigers on
what could be its final crack at
Auburn for quite some time.
The Golden Knights lost in
their third consecutive trip to
the plains.
The Knights' 1997 visit to
Jordan-Hare Stadium ended
with a 41-10 defeat, as Auburn
quarterback Dameyune Craig,
now with the Carolina
Panthers, threw for a pair of
scores, out-dueling Daunte
Culpepper.
Last season's loss,
arguably the most painful in
school history, will forever be
remembered by receiver
Karsten Bailey's 58-yard
touchdown reception with 57
seconds remaining.
UCF and Auburn have no further games scheduled at this
point in time.

There's never been a better way to
show you're proud to be a UCF graduate than by putting a UCF tag on
your car. And there's never been
a. better time than right now.
For just $25 more than your
regular fee, or less than seven
cents a day, you can help support
academic programs and scholarships

at the University of Central Florida.
Why not join the thousands of UCF
Alumni, students and fans who have
already purchased their UCF tags?
For more information
please call the UCF Alumni
Association at (407) UCF-ALUM,
or stop by your local Florida
tag agency.

- The UCF license plate•••
make the change.

COURTESY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

-TONY MEJIA
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MTSU looks to cause stir by tripping up UCF
FROMPAGE32
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who has thrown for 2,070 yards and 10
touchdowns this season. Counts relies on a
balanced attack helped by junior tailback
Jamison Palmer (97-488, 8 TDs) and go-to
receiver Kendall Newson, who has 56
receptions for 779 yards.
"They've got some talented players,"
Kruczek said. "It's a little like our first year
when we were trying to compete at this
high level."
Middle Tennessee State runs many of
the same defensive schemes UCF saw at
Auburn, but obviously doesn't boast the
caliber of athlete the Tigers have. The Blue
Raiders give. up and average of 37 points
per game, 108th out 114 Division I-A
teams. However, the team is improving
defensively, having given up only 10 points
in each of its last two games.
"We've got to stay focused," said
junior receiver Kenny Clark. "These tough
losses aren't the end of our season and it is
important to set the tone for next season
with solid play now."
Quarterback Vic Penn enters the game
with 2496 yards, already ninth in UCF history. Receiver Charles Lee has caught 67
passes and has an outside shot at UCF's
career record held by Siaha Burley.
The Golden Knights main focus of
finishing strong is also aided by a desire not
to overlook any opponents. UCF players
have first hand experience in that regard.
"We can't afford to overlook any one,
or disrespect them," senior Edwin Ferguson

said. "They have only one more loss than
we do, and we know what happens when
teams take us for granted and we play them
to the wire or even beat them. We've got to
maintain focus."
Middle Tennessee State provides for
UCF a reminder of who it used to be. The
Blue Raiders are finding out what Division
I-A football is about, and would like nothing better than to upset the Golden Knights,
who are !he only marquee opponent visiting
Floyd Stadium this season.
Everything seems new at MTSU,
from its upgrade to Division I-A, to its
newly renovated stadium, updated to hold
over 30,000. New coach Andy McCollom
was hired with the reputation as a sound
recruiter, and a new facility will certainly
help him in his efforts. Additionally, just
last week the Blue Raiders accepted an invitatioq. to join the Sun Belt Conference,
which UCF elected not to affiliate itself
with, deciding to hold out for a more lucrative opportunity down the road.
"They certainly have a lot of things
going for themselves," Kruczek said. "It's
gotten off to a good start. They have beautiful new facilities and for them, getting into
a conference this early into being in I-A is
really good."
Another benefit for the Blue Raiders
is the quality of schedule they have tentatively filled for the next four seasons. From
2000-2003, MTSU will play at Illinois,
Florida, Maryland, Mississippi State,
Arkansas, LSU, Mississippi, Minnesota,
Georgia Tech, Kentucky, Missouri,

1-1.•

Sophomore quarterback Wes Counts is the key to a Middle Tennessee State team that hopes to
build its I-A reputation by taking out the more established Golden Knights this weekend.
Clemson, and Georgia. Those will all be big
paydays and give the program ample opportunities to put itself on the map as a dangerous program. Throw in home-and-homes
with Louisiana Tech, Vanderbilt, and UCF,

and MTSU could be a major player in the
future.
However, they want to start building
that reputation now. Against UCF-their
more advanced opposition.

.
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Knights hurting after another painful loss
TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

For the third straight season, UCF
players walked off the field at Jordan-Hare
Stadium with their shoulders slumped,
asking themselves eight million questions
all pertaining to what could have been.
The fact that the Golden Knights were
a decided underdog, lacking the depth and
facilities of the established SEC power
they were hoping to trip up was of no consequence. The inconsola~le Knights have
had one moral victory too many.
"It's very frustrating to me. I wanted
to come out of here with a win," senior
fullback Page Sessoms said. "Last year,
coming out of here with such a sour taste
in my mouth, losing by such a close margin, it was just umeal. This year I really
thought the confidence of the team was at
an all-time high and I really thought we'd
come out of it with a win. The defense
played up to par, they did a hell of a job.
But we just couldn't put it in the end

zorie."
Confidence-wise, UCF didn't even
blink at the over 75,800 that filled JordanHare for Homecoming. When Auburn easily moved the ball down the field on its
opening possession, effortlessly going
ahead on a 20-yard TD pass from redshirt
freshman Jeff Klein to Travaris Robinson,
there was no sign of panic. UCF proceeded to shut out the Tigers for the game's
next 51 minutes, but as Sessoms eluded to,
the offense couldn't get it done.
"I'm speechless. We had them again
and we let them slip by," receiver Tyson
Hinshaw said. "We fell apart in the last
five minutes, but really, we should have
had the game won by them. Offensively
we didn't make plays when we had to. It's
truly frustrating."

Despite a flu, senior receiver Charles Lee was tremendous against Auburn, but like his fellow
senior class, will go home empty handed in terms of upsets against top-conference opponents.
UCF gave Auburn possession numer- I feel sorry for them that we couldn't beat
ous times in· Golden Knight tehitory, but (an established) D-I team and leave some
the defense kept the clamps on the Tigers. kind of tradition here at UCF."
Seniors such as Sessoms, Charles Lee,
The Knights intercepted Klein twice and
senior defensive end Marv Richardson Justen Moore, Deaubrey Devine, Jeff Fye
recovered a fumble to foil the Tigers offen- and Marv Richardson will now reflect
upon their careers without ever tasting that
sively.
"This is one of the best games I've elusive upset.
ever seen a defense play," junior safety
"We were really hoping .to win this
Damian Demps said. "We were running · game. I wanted to look back on the season
around, flying to the ball. We were trying and look back on this game as the one in
which we beat that big-name opponent. So
to make plays which we were doing.
"Sometimes you don't end up on top. it's hard .not to get down, especially the
It's a big-time heartbreaker for the seniors. seniors, but we all played hard and played

ENTER

with all our hearts, but they won,"
Richardson said. "They made the plays
when they had to and just beat us. I'll
move on from this and hopefully the rest
of us will too."
Auburn has now escaped UCF two
years in a row, and it seems it will enjoy
the last laugh as the teams have no games
scheduled in the immediate future.
"I would love to see them again, but
that's the way the cards fell. Both teams
played hard and we gave the fans what
they wanted, but we just couldn't score
when we had to," junior Kenny Clark said.
"That's the first thing I thought when they
scored the touchdown to go up 14-10. Last
year's disappointment. I don't even know
what to say, I'm so mad."
Devine, who made two terrific plays
to back up the Tigers before Klein hit
Reggie Worthy from 16 yards out to put
Auburn ahead late, was charged up for
what he felt was the bowl he never played
in.
"I really did feel this was our bowl
game. Especially after last year, this could
have been our reward," Devine said. "We
really wanted to take this game, for us, for
this school. But it will have to wait. It
hurts."
Fortunately, the season won't end on a
down note, as a pair of games remain, this
week .at Middle Tennessee State and at
home on Nov. 20 against Bowling Green,
which will be Senior Day. That will be an
emotional occasion, particularly with all
the tough losses, such as this one, that this
group has endured.
"This loss brought us closer together,"
Clark said. "We're a famity, and we understand that Auburn wasn't the end of our
season. We've still got Middle Tennessee
and Bowling Green to go. We have to
focus."
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Defense holds AU scoreless for over 50 minutes
FROM PAGE 32

and had to be out of the game at times just
to get his breath and energy makes it all the
rri.ore remarkable."
With the Golden Knights trailing 7-0
halfway through the second quarter, Lee
ran a sideline route on 2nd-and-8, caught
the pass from Vic Penn, juked a few defenders, and then raced across the middle of the
field and down the opposite sideline, outrunning the Auburn defense for a 83-yard

,I

Quarterback Vic Penn had a great afternoon,
completing 29 passes for 37 4 yards despite
being hassled relentlessly by Auburn's
defensive pressure.

score.
"I was able to make the comer miss
and I got a good block and was able to stiff
arm one guy and then catch a ride," Lee
said. "I was really trying to get into the end
zone once I felt I could hit the comer and
get outside."
Lee's reception was the second
longest in school history, only four yards
short of the record mark, set by Bernard
ford on Oct. 24, 1987 against Northwest
Missouri State. Two plays later, Klein was
intercepted by senior Jeff Fye, and UCF
appeared to take control of the game, but an
unsportsmanlike conduct penalty on senior
Chris Gunn pushed the Knights
back towards midfield, and the offense
failed to record a first down, coming up
short on two short rushing attempts before
having to punt.
"We didn't convert on the plays that
were absolutely necessary to convert," said
Penn, who finished with 374 passing yards,
completing 29-of-52 passes. "That's the
bottom line of today's game. They had a
good defensive front and they're experienced. They've been in big games and
they've been in tough situations. We knew
that coming in. They had a lot of experience
on that team and it showed."
Just before halftime, UCF took advantage of great field position and set up Javier
Beorlegui with a 43-yard field goal attempt
in an attempt to take a lead into halftime.
Beorlegui missed badly.
Beorlegui did come through on the
Knights' second-half opening drive, capping it with a 39-yarder that moved UCF up
ahead 10-7, but missed a 47-yarder in the
fourth that would have put a little distance
between the two. /
Auburn too was guilty of missed
opportunities, mostly because the UCF
defense stepped up to deny them. The

Tailback Edward Mack was part of a UCF running attack shut down by eight-man fronts and
blitzing schemes. The Golden Knights were held to -27 yards rushing in the loss.
Tigers started a pair of drives in Golden
Knight territory in the third quarter, and
were stoned on both occasions, including
Tommy Shavers pick of a Klein pass on the
goal line.
"We just didn't put the game away
when we needed to,' Lee said. "The defense
stepped up and played a tremendous ballgame. We just have to be able to put points
on the board. Anytime you're playing a
team of that caliber, you have to put them
away when you can. It was just like last
year, same results. You give them a chance
and let them hang around, hang around,
they'll find a way to beat you."
But UCF's defense could do little in
the final minutes, especially after the
offense turned the ball over on downs at
their own 8-yard line. Heath Evans, who led
Auburn with 81 yards rushing, punched it
in on one play. .Less than a minute later,

linebacker Alex Lincoln picked off a Penn
pass and took it back 20 yards to add UCF's
misery.
"This score wasn't 28-10," Kruczek
said. "It was 14-10 as far as I'm concerned.
I was proud of our effort."
Omari Howard was UCF's leading
rusher, despite gaining just 11 yards on five
carries. The lack of productivity from the
running game was a key factor in the loss,
as the Knights sputtered, finishing with -27
yard rushing.
"When you're playing the caliber
team we're playing, you can't be onedimensional," Lee said. "I think they had a
great game plan that they were going to
stop our run no matter what we did and they
were going to make us beat them with the
pass."
And once again, it was nearly enough,
but came up painfully short.
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X:Orive is the first Internet hard
~ ..[)Photos
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drive on the desktop. Difference is,
~/. Recy1~e Bin
you can access X:Drive anywhere,
anytime. (A major breakthrough for schoolwork. And R&R.)
Let's say you're doing a group grope. Think how much
easier things'll go when everyone has access to the same
files, projects and presentations. No matter where they are on
campus. (Or the planet.) It's perfect for individual projects, too.
like term papers, essays, and resumes-even if you share a
computer. 'Cause your X:Drive files are password-protected.
More good news. X:Drive gives you 25MB of space free.
(That's about the same as the 17 virus-infected floppies you
won't have to schlep around anymore.) Which brings us to
another nifty feature. X:Drive lets you grab MP3s, video,
groovy pix from the Web in seconds while you keep surfing.

So, go to www.xdrive.com and lock
and load. X:Drive's a real bargain. In fact, it's the best
freebie on the Web.
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NEXT UP_

7:00 p.m. Saturday
Murfreesboro, TN

AU-BU

ED AGAIN

UCF loses late lead in tough defeat

Ei11~ road trip

TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

pltS J.J"GF ag~st

AUBURN, ALA.- The finish wasn't as dramatic as last
year's, bu~ for UCF, the end result was just as disappointing.
Leading Auburn, 10-7, with under four minutes
remaining, UCF surrendered a 16-yard touchdown pass
from redshift freshman Jeff Klein to sophomore Reggie
Worthy, opening the flood gates to an
eventual 28-10 loss in front of 75,804

I~Aiit1ewcomer
~··TUN Ji.MEJIA

1

SPORTS EDITOR

With a. pair·. of games left on, the
schedule, a som~r..,lJCF footba.Y ,team
wjff have to pic,k itself up after its latest f
disapfl9int~g;i<l§.s· to.A~burn to filliS]1 tip r
its ·scli~d~l~~,; ~he Golden. ~n~ fU1al 1

· road g~~iiiakes tliem to MQI'fr~boro~ -1
TN,

totitke on ••Middle·TennessepStati;\

t

who ·is nearing the end-0f its first"Seastm in
Divisi()hI~~· •. . ·• . . . . . . . -~< .•~. . 1
.N1'idd.l~iTennessee State ._enters· the ~
garlie atZ~f:, bt1t comes off an eye~opecning '.
.70,.14 wµi :"against ··I-M · 1'eruie$Se~eMarlin••- - ,

i -.· .• . . . . .· . -,~r

i

. ·-: •·i

-. IWu~ilke UCF did in itsfirstse'asan
of I--7\ co~etiri~n, the Blue Raider~ nave
chosen-to-aim lrigh, s~heduling tij!IilCe~ ()f
Mississippi State, Arizona, Arkans%- and
'fhough.Ml'SU lJas
to
Louisiana
defeat al-A.program.as al-A membe~~ it
has played.wen, $Caring Ari:zona an,d,Mldingits own. ''
'~
..They';i;e a fine football team,~-:
Coach Mike Kruczek said. "We'll have to
be ready. They've got a left'.'handed quar- ;
terback •whO slings the ,ball around and
they haveint1ltiple looks."
.•.•Wes Counts, the left-handed qu_~et

Tech.

.yet

back Kfucze"k speaks of, is a sophomore ,
MTSU, Page 29

Senior
midfielder
Wendy
Wiltsey, one
of UCF's veteran leaders,
will have her
collegiate
career
extended in
the NCAA
Tournament,
in which UCF
will open up
against
Furman.

"We called a blitz for someone to come up the middle
and Klein just made a great throw," Richardson said. "He
put the ball right on the money. If I would have known that
was going to be the game winning play- I don't know. Man,
that was unexpected."
The Tigers made it three wins in three years over the Golden
Knights, winning in the game's latter stages for the second
consecutive season, following up 1998's win, which was
secured on a 58-yard touchdown reception by Karsten
Bailey with less than a minute to go.
Tqere was no shocking defensive collapse this year,
however, just missed opportunities and an offense that sputtered under heavy defensive pressure.
"I thought we just couldn't convert. We couldn't put
the ball in the end zone," Page Sessoms. "That's what hurt
us.That's what happened to us last year. If you don't score
points you don't win."
Auburn scored 21 points in the game's final 3:41 to make
the final outcome deceiving. The late surge spoiled a heroic
effort by UCF senior wideout Charles Lee, who enjoyed a
career game with 11 receptions for 203 yards and UCF's
lone touchdown .
"Incredible. Absolutely remarkable," UCF Coach
Mike Kruczek said. "The fact that he was playing with a flu
DEFENSE, Page 31

...

Defensive back Davin Bush shakes hands with Auburn offensive lineman
Tim Castro after another disheartening defeat at Jordan-Hare Stadium.
UCF's plan to foil Auburn's homecoming fell through in the fourth quarter
for the second straight year.

Women's soccer
NCAA bound
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Two goals by freshman Amanda King sealed a
University of Central Florida (15-5-1; 10-0-1) triumph
over Jacksonville University (12-8-1; 9-3) in the finals
of the Trans America Athletic Conference women's
soccer championship, Saturday at the UCF Arena
Field. The 4-1 victory advances UCF to the NCAA tournament for the second year in a row after winning backto-back conference titles. "The team did what they set
out to do from day one," said first-year UCF coach
Amanda Cromwell. "We're not done though. I want to
make a statement at the NCAA tournament that lets
people know why we belong among the nation's best."
UCF (15-5-1) will begin the first round of the
NCAA Women's Soccer Tournament against Furman
(20-2) in Greenville, S.C., on Wednesday at 7 p.m.
UCF, which recently cracked the NSCAA
Southeast region rankings at 10th, earned its seventh
NCAA appearance after downing Jacksonville
University, 4-1, for the TAAC Championship and the
conference's automatic bid to the tournament. Furman,
ranked seventh in the Southeast, upset Davidson 2-1 in
overtime to win the Southern Conference
UCF,Page 20

